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Abstract
This document clarifies the behavior of an LSR PE upon receiving an
LDP Label Request message for Pseudowire (PW) FEC types. Furthermore,
this document specifies the procedures to be followed by the LSR PE
in order to answer such requests for a given PW FEC type.
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This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust’s Legal
Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
(http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
publication of this document. Please review these documents
carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
to this document. Code Components extracted from this document must
include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
described in the Simplified BSD License.
Convention
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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Introduction
Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) base specification [RFC5036]
defines different LDP message types and their procedures for
advertising label bindings. These procedures are generic and
inherited by any FEC type that is advertised using these message
types. For a given FEC type, any difference in behavior, compared to
what is already specified in RFC 5036, needs to be spelled out
clearly in the corresponding specification in which the FEC type is
being introduced or extended.
[RFC4447] specifies mechanisms to setup pseudowires (PWs) using LDP.
[RFC4447] does not specify any behavior change with regards to label
binding distribution for PW FEC types in response to a corresponding
Label Request message from a peer LSR PE. This implies that [RFC4447]
inherits the base procedures defined in [RFC5036] for Label Request
and associated response for a PW FEC type. The lack of specification
in the area of Label Request in [RFC4447] has led to some
interoperability issues between vendors due to different
interpretation. For example, there are some implementations which do
not honor and do not respond to an incoming Label Request for a PW
FEC type, resulting in functionality impact. Some of these problems
are very critical for the deployment of PW technologies. The
following is a non-exhaustive list of some of the problems and
potential breakages that may result due to the lack of support of
incoming Label Request for a PW FEC:
- An LSR PE can not restart forwarding of packet with sequence
number 1 as specified in section 4.1 of [RFC4385] with regards
to Control Word Sequencing.
- An LSR PE may not be able to perform a PW consistency check as
defined in section 4.1 of [RFC6667], resulting in LSR PEs
becoming out-of-sync.
- Some implementations of LSR PE do not checkpoint PW label
bindings learnt from peer(s) in their persistent memory and
hence are not able to recover any peer state after their own
restarts or switchovers. Such implementations typically require
re-learning of peer’s label bindings after their own failure
and rely on Label Request mechanisms.
- The combination of Downstream Unsolicited mode and Conservative
Label retention (used due to memory limitations) can lead
to a situation where an LSR PE releases the label learnt from a
peer for a PW that it may need later. Label Request is used to
solve this issue. For example, consider an LSR PE operating in
Label Conservative mode receiving a label binding for a
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non-locally configured/known PW. This LSR PE ignores such a
label binding and later tries to re-learn it via Label Request
procedure once PW is locally configured. The authors will like
to remind the readers about the following fact: [RFC4447] does
not mandate to use Label Liberal mode. Therefore it is possible
that some implementation used Label Conservative mode.

This document clarifies the use of Label Request message and its
procedures for PW FEC types and re-enforces the acceptable behavior
to be implemented by an LSR PE.
2. Requirements
This document recommends the following action to be implemented by an
LSR PE that supports a PW FEC Type (P2P or P2MP type):
- An LSR PE MUST respond to an incoming Label Request message
for a PW FEC by sending its local binding for the PW via a
Label Mapping message. If no such binding is available, the
LSR PE SHOULD respond by sending a new status code "No PW"
in a Notification message.
- An LSR PE MUST respond to an incoming Label Request message
for a Wildcard FEC [RFC5036] by sending its local bindings for
all its PWs via Label Mapping messages. This is in addition to
label bindings corresponding to any other LDP FEC types
configured and available at the LSR.
- An LSR PE MUST respond to an incoming Label Request message
for a Typed Wildcard PW FEC [RFC6667] by sending its local
bindings for all its PWs for the given FEC type via Label
Mapping messages. For a given PW FEC type, this advertisement
is to be scoped either for a specific PW type or for all
PW types according to the received PW Typed Wildcard FEC.
3. Procedures
This document re-enforces the Label Request generic procedures, as
defined by RFC 5036, for PW FEC types, and hence strongly recommends
that an LSR PE receiving the PW Label Request message should respond
either by sending its label binding in Label Mapping message(s) or
with a Notification message indicating why it cannot satisfy the
request.
An LSR PE should respond to a Label Request when corresponding PW FEC
is resolved locally. The following sub sections define the meaning of
a "resolution" for a given PW FEC type.
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3.1 PWid FEC (FEC128)
A PWid FEC is resolved when a local label binding has been allocated
after local configuration application.
[RFC6073] does not preclude setting up MS-PWs using FEC-128,
therefore this procedure is also applicable to PEs acting as S-PEs.
3.2 Generalized PWid FEC (FEC129):
A Generalized PWid FEC is resolved at an ST-PE when SAII is locally
configured, TAII is learnt statically or dynamically via discovery
mechanisms, and a local label binding has been allocated.
This FEC is resolved at an TT-PE when SAII is locally configured,
TAII is learnt statically or dynamically via discovery mechanisms,
remote label binding is received, and a local label binding has been
allocated.
Whereas, this FEC is resolved at an S-PE when remote label binding is
received for PW segment, TAII is learnt statically or dynamically via
discovery mechanisms, and a local label binding has been allocated.
3.3 Common to PWid and Generalized PWid FEC
A FEC is resolved at an S-PE when remote label binding is received
for PW segment.
In the case of Generalized PWid FEC, TAII is learnt statically or
dynamically via discovery mechanisms, and a local label binding has
been allocated. Whereas PWid FEC is resolved when a local binding has
been allocated.
3.4 P2MP PW Upstream FEC (FEC130):
Editor Note: Deferred for further study.
3.5 P2MP PW Downstream FEC (FEC132):
Editor Note: Deferred for further study.
3.5 PW Typed Wildcard FEC
The rules defined for individual PW FEC types apply equally when they
are used under a PW Typed Wildcard FEC [RFC6667].
4 Acknowledgements
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5

Security Considerations
This document does not introduce any additional security constraints.

6

IANA Considerations
This document requires the assignment of a new LDP Status Code to be
used in a Notification message to notify a peer LSR if lookup fails
at receiving LSR for a PW FEC received in a Label Request message.
The value requested from the IANA managed LDP registry "LDP Status
Code Name Space" is:
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Description
----------No PW
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Advertising S-BFD Discriminators in L2TPv3
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Abstract
This document defines a new AVP for advertising one or more S-BFD
Discriminators using the L2TPv3 Control Protocol AVP.
Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
Status of This Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current InternetDrafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
This Internet-Draft will expire on September 06, 2015.
Copyright Notice
Copyright (c) 2015 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
document authors. All rights reserved.
This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust’s Legal
Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
(http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
publication of this document. Please review these documents
carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
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include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
described in the Simplified BSD License.
This document may contain material from IETF Documents or IETF
Contributions published or made publicly available before November
10, 2008. The person(s) controlling the copyright in some of this
material may not have granted the IETF Trust the right to allow
modifications of such material outside the IETF Standards Process.
Without obtaining an adequate license from the person(s) controlling
the copyright in such materials, this document may not be modified
outside the IETF Standards Process, and derivative works of it may
not be created outside the IETF Standards Process, except to format
it for publication as an RFC or to translate it into languages other
than English.
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Introduction
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base] defines a simplified mechanism to use
Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD)[RFC5880]. This mechanism
depends on network nodes knowing the BFD discriminators which each
node in the network has reserved for this purpose. Use of the Layer2
Tunneling protocol Version 3 (L2TPv3) [RFC3931] is one possible means
of advertising these discriminators. S-BFD requires the usage of
unique discriminators within an administrative domain.
This document specifies the encoding to be used when S-BFD
discriminators are advertised using L2TPv3.
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S-BFD Target Discriminator ID AVP
This AVP is exchanged during session negotiation (ICRQ, ICRP, OCRQ,
OCRP).

2.1.

Encoding Format

The S-BFD Target Discriminator ID AVP, Attribute Type TBD, is an
identifier used to advertise the S-BFD target discriminators
supported by an LCCE for S-BFD Reflector operation. This AVP
indicates that the advertiser implements a S-BFD reflector supporting
the specified target discriminators and is ready for S-BFD Reflector
operation. The receiving LCCE MAY use this AVP if it wants to
monitor connectivity to the advertising LCCE using S-BFD or BFD.
The Attribute Value field for this AVP has the following format:
S-BFD Discriminator Advertisement (ICRQ, ICRP, ICCN, OCRQ, OCRP,
OCCN):
No. of octets
+-----------------------------+
| Discriminator Value(s)
|
:
:
+-----------------------------+

4/Discriminator

An LCCE MAY include the S-BFD Discriminator Advertisement AVP in a
L2TP Control Protocol message (ICRQ, ICRP, OCRQ, OCRP) [RFC3931].
Multiple S-BFD Discriminators AVPs MAY be advertised by a LCCE. If
the other LCCE does not wish to monitor connectivity using S-BFD, it
MAY safely discard this AVP without affecting the rest of session
negotiation. While current use-cases
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-use-case] of S-BFD require advertisement of
only one discriminator, the AVP encoding allows specification an
arbitrary number of discrminators for extensibility. When multiple
S-BFD discriminators are advertised, the mechanism to choose a subset
of specific discriminator(s) is out of scope for this document.
The M bit of the L2TP Control Protocol Message (ICRQ, ICRP, OCRQ,
OCRP) [RFC3931] MUST NOT be set inside the S-BFD Target Discriminator
ID AVP advertisement.
3.

IANA Considerations
This number space is managed by IANA as per [RFC3438].
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A summary of the new AVPs requested for Attribute Type 0 follows:
Control Message Attribute Value Pairs
Attribute
Type
--------TBD

4.

Description
-----------------S-BFD Discriminators

Security Considerations
Security concerns for L2TP are addressed in [RFC3931]. Introduction
of the S-BFD Discriminator Advertisement AVP introduces no new
security risks for L2TP.
Advertisement of the S-BFD discriminators does make it possible for
attackers to initiate S-BFD sessions using the advertised
information. The vulnerabilities this poses and how to mitigate them
are discussed in the Security Considerations section of
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base].
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Abstract
This document extends the procedures and Connectivity Verification
(CV) types already defined for Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
(BFD) for Virtual Circuit Connectivity Verification (VCCV) to define
Seamless BFD (S-BFD) for VCCV. This document will be extended in
future to include definition of procedures for S-BFD over Tunnels.
This document extends the CV values defined in RFC5885.
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Background
BFD for VCCV [RFC5885] defines the CV types for BFD using VCCV,
protocol operation and the required packet encapsulation formats.
This document extends those procedures, CV type values to enable
S-BFD [I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base] operation for VCCV.
The new S-BFD CV Types are PW demultiplexer-agnostic, and hence
applicable for both MPLS and Layer Two Tunneling Protocol version 3
(L2TPv3) pseudowire demultiplexers. This document concerns itself
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with the S-BFD VCCV operation over single-segment pseudowires (SSPWs). The scope of this document is as follows:
This specification describes procedures only for S-BFD
asynchronous mode.
S-BFD Echo mode is outside the scope of this specification.
S-BFD operation for fault detection and status signaling is
outside the scope of this specification.
1.1.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
"OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in
[RFC2119].
2.

S-BFD Connectivity Verification
S-BFD protocol provides continuity check services by monitoring the
S-BFD control packets sent and received over the VCCV channel of the
PW. The term <Connectivity Verification> is used throughout this
document to be consistent with [RFC5885].
This section defines the CV types to be used for S-BFD. It also
defines the procedures for S-BFD discriminator advertisement for the
SBD reflector and the procedure for S-BFD Initiator operation.
Two CV Types are defined for S-BFD. Table 1 summarizes the S-BFD CV
Types, grouping them by encapsulation (i.e., with versus without IP/
UDP headers) for fault detection only. S-BFD for fault detection and
status signaling is outside the scope of this specification.
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+---------------------------------------+-----------+---------------+
|
|
Fault
|
Fault
|
|
| Detection | Detection and |
|
|
Only
|
Status
|
|
|
|
Signaling
|
+---------------------------------------+-----------+---------------+
|
S-BFD, IP/UDP Encapsulation (with |
TBD1
|
N/A
|
|
IP/UDP Headers) | (Note1) |
|
|
|
|
|
|
S-BFD, PW-ACH Encapsulation when |
TBD2
|
N/A
|
|
using MPLS PW or L2SS Encapsulation | (Note2) |
|
|
when using L2TP PW (without IP/UDP |
|
|
|
Headers) |
|
|
+---------------------------------------+-----------+---------------+
Table 1: Bitmask Values for BFD CV Types
Two new bits are requested from IANA to indicate S-BFD operation.
2.1.

Co-existence of S-BFD and BFD capabilites

Since the CV types for S-BFD and BFD are unique, BFD and S-BFD
capabilities can be advertised concurrently.
2.2.
2.2.1.

S-BFD CV Operation
S-BFD Initiator Operation

The S-BFD Initiator SHOULD bootstrap S-BFD sessions after it learns
the discriminator of the remote target identifier through one or more
of the following methods:
1.

Advertisements of S-BFD discriminators made through AVP/ TLVs
defined in L2TP/ LDP.

2.

Provisioning of S-BFD discriminators.

3.

Probing remote S-BFD discriminators through S-BFD Alert
discriminators [I-D.akiya-bfd-seamless-alert-discrim]

S-BFD Initiator operation MUST be according to the specifications in
Section 7.2 of [I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base].
2.2.2.

S-BFD Reflector Operation
When as pseudowire signalling protocol such as LDP or L2TPv3 is in
use the S-BFD Reflector advertises its target discriminators using
that signalling protocol. When static PWs are in use the target
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discriminator of S-BFD needs to be provisioned on the S-BFD
Initiator nodes.
All point to point pseudowires are bidirectional, the S-BFD
Reflector therefore reflects the S-BFD packet back to the
Initiator using the VCCV channel of the reverse direction of the
PW on which it was received.
It is observed that the reflector has enough information to
reflect the S-BFD Async packet received by it back to the S-BFD
initiator using the fields of the L2TPv3 headers.
S-BFD Reflector operation for BFD protocol fields MUST be
according to the specifications in Section TBD of
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base].
2.2.2.1.

S-BFD Reflector Demultiplexing

TBD
2.2.2.2.

S-BFD Reflector transmission of control packets

The procedures of S-BFD Reflector described in
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base] apply for S-BFD using VCCV.
2.2.2.3.

S-BFD Reflector advertisement of target discriminators using
LDP

TBD.
2.2.2.4.

S-BFD Reflector advertisement of target discriminators using
L2TP

The S-BFD Reflector MUST use the AVP
[I-D.gp-l2tpext-sbfd-discriminator] defined for advertising its
target discriminators using L2TP.
2.2.2.5.

Provisioning of S-BFD Reflector target discriminators

S-BFD target discriminators MAY be provisioned when static PWs are
used.
2.2.2.6.

Probing of S-BFD Reflector target discriminators using alert
discriminators

S-BFD alert discriminators MAY be used to probe S-BFD target
discriminators. If a node implements S-BFD reflector, it SHOULD
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respond to Alert discriminator requests received from potential S-BFD
Initiators.
2.3.

S-BFD Encapsulation

Unless specified differently below, the encapsulation of S-BFD
packets is the identical the method specified in Sec.3.2 [RFC5885]
and in [RFC5880] for the encapsulation of BFD packets.
o

IP/UDP BFD Encapsulation (BFD with IP/UDP Headers)

o

The destination UDP port for the IP encapsulated S-BFD packet
MUST be 7784 [I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base].

*

The encapsulation of the S-BFD header fields MUST be according
to Sec.7.2.2 of [I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base].

PW-ACH/ L2SS BFD Encapsulation (BFD without IP/UDP Headers)

2.4.
3.

*

*

The encapsulation of S-BFD packets using this format MUST be
according to Sec.3.2 of [RFC5885] with the exception of the PWACH/ L2SS type.

*

When VCCV carries PW-ACH/ L2SS-encapsulated S-BFD (i.e., "raw"
S-BFD), the PW-ACH (pseudowire CW’s) or L2SS’ Channel Type MUST
be set to TBD2 to indicate "S-BFD Control, PW-ACH/ L2SSencapsulated" (i.e., S-BFD without IP/UDP headers; see
Section 5.3). This is to allow the identification of the
encased S-BFD payload when demultiplexing the VCCV control
channel.

S-BFD CV Types
Capability Selection

When multiple S-BFD CV Types are advertised, and after applying the
rules in [RFC5885], the set that both ends of the pseudowire have in
common is determined. If the two ends have more than one S-BFD CV
Type in common, the following list of S-BFD CV Types is considered in
the order of the lowest list number CV Type to the highest list
number CV Type, and the CV Type with the lowest list number is used:
1.

TBD1 - S-BFD IP/UDP-encapsulated, for PW Fault Detection only.

2.

TBD2 - S-BFD PW-ACH/ L2SS-encapsulated (without IP/UDP headers),
for PW Fault Detection only.
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The order of capability selection between S-BFD and BFD is defined as
follows:
+--------------------------+-----------+-----------+----------------+
| Advertised capabilities | BFD Only | SBFD Only | Both S-BFD and |
|
of PE1/ PE2
|
|
|
BFD
|
+--------------------------+-----------+-----------+----------------+
|
BFD Only
|
BFD
|
None
|
BFD Only
|
|
|
| (Note1) |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
S-BFD Only
|
None
|
S-BFD
|
S-BFD only
|
|
| (Note1) |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
Both S-BFD and BFD
| BFD only |
S-BFD
| Both SBFD and |
|
|
|
only
|
BFD
|
+--------------------------+-----------+-----------+----------------+
Table 2: Capability Selection Matrix for BFD and S-BFD
Note1: Can we mandate failing the bringup of the PW in case of a
capability mismatch?
4.

Security Considerations
Security measures described in [RFC5885] and
[I-D.ietf-bfd-seamless-base] are to be followed.

5.

IANA Considerations

5.1.

MPLS CV Types for the VCCV Interface Parameters Sub-TLV

The VCCV Interface Parameters Sub-TLV codepoint is defined in
[RFC4446], and the VCCV CV Types registry is defined in [RFC5085].
This section lists the new BFD CV Types.
IANA has augmented the "VCCV Connectivity Verification (CV) Types"
registry in the Pseudowire Name Spaces reachable from [IANA]. These
are bitfield values. CV Type values TBD are specified in Section 2
of this document.
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MPLS Connectivity Verification (CV) Types:
Bit (Value)
===========
TBD1(0xY)
TBD2(0xZ)

5.2.

Description
===========
S-BFD IP/UDP-encapsulated,
for PW Fault Detection only
S-BFD PW-ACH/L2SS-encapsulated,
for PW Fault Detection only

Reference
==============
this document
this document

L2TPv3 CV Types for the VCCV Capability AVP

This section lists the new requests for S-BFD CV Types to be added to
the existing "VCCV Capability AVP" registry in the L2TP name spaces.
The Layer Two Tunneling Protocol "L2TP" Name Spaces are reachable
from [IANA]. IANA is requested to assign the following L2TPv3
Connectivity Verification (CV) Types in the VCCV Capability AVP
Values registry.
VCCV Capability AVP (Attribute Type 96) Values
---------------------------------------------L2TPv3 Connectivity Verification (CV) Types:
Bit (Value)
===========
TBD1(0xY)
TBD2(0xZ)

5.3.

Description
Reference
===========
==============
S-BFD IP/UDP-encapsulated,
this document
for PW Fault Detection only
S-BFD L2SS-encapsulated,
this document
for PW Fault Detection only

PW Associated Channel Type

As per the IANA considerations in [RFC5586], IANA is requested to
allocate the following Channel Types in the "MPLS Generalized
Associated Channel (G-ACh) Types" registry:
IANA has reserved a new Pseudowire Associated Channel Type value as
follows:
Registry:
Value
-----TBD2

TLV
Follows
------No

Description
---------------------------------S-BFD Control, PW-ACH/L2SS
encapsulation
(without IP/UDP Headers)
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Introduction
There are two documents that define MultiProtocol Label Switching
(MPLS) Pseudowire (PW). [RFC3985] defines Single Segment PW (SS-PW)
and [RFC5659] defines Multi-Segment PW (MS-PW). The two documents
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explain how to provide emulated services over an MPLS Packet Switched
Network (PSN). The MPLS Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) is described in
[RFC5291], which describes a profile of MPLS that introduces the
operational models that were typically used in transport networks,
while providing additional Operations, Administration and Maintenance
(OAM), survivability and other maintenance functions that were not
previously supported by IP/MPLS network. The MPLS-TP requirements
are defined in [RFC5860].
The MPLS-TP OAM mechanisms are described in [RFC6371], which can be
categorized into proactive and on-demand OAM. Proactive OAM refers
to OAM operations that are either configured to be carried out
periodically and continuously or preconfigured to act on certain
events (e.g., alarm signals). In contrast, on-demand OAM is
initiated manually and for a limited amount of time, usually for
operations such as diagnostics to investigate into a defect
condition.
When a control plane is not used the OAM functions are typically
configured from the Network Management System (NMS). When a control
plane is used, requirement 51 in [RFC5654] requires that it MUST be
able to support configuration of the OAM functions. The control
plane is also required to be able to configure, maintain and modify,
as well as activation/deactivation of maintenance points.
For MPLS-TP OAM configuration, two companion documents exists.
[RFC7260] and [RFC7487] define extensions to Resource Reservation
Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) to support the establishment
and configuration of OAM entities along with Label Switched Path
(LSP) signaling. [I-D.ietf-mpls-lsp-ping-mpls-tp-oam-conf] defines
extensions to LSP Ping [RFC4379] to support the configuration of
proactive MPLS-TP OAM functions.
This document defines extensions to the Label Distribution Protocol
(LDP) to configure proactive MPLS-TP PW OAM functions for both Point
to Point SS-PW and MS-PW when the PW control plane is used. The
extensions defined in this document are aligned with those companion
documents. Extensions to Point to Multi-Point (P2MP) PW are for
future study and outside the scope of this document.
2.

Conventions used in this document
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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Acronyms
AIS: Alarm indication signal
BFD: Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
CC: Continuity Check
CV: Connectivity Verification
DM: Delay Measurement
FEC: Forwarding Equivalence Class
FMS: Fault Management Signal
G-ACh: Generic Associated Channel
LDI: Link Down Indication
LDP: Label Distribution Protocol
LM: Loss Measurement
LSP: Label Switched Path
MEP: Maintenance Entity Group End Point
MIP: Maintenance Entity Group Intermediate Point
MPLS-TP: MPLS Transport Profile
MS-PW: Multi-Segment PseudoWire
NMS: Network Management System
OAM: Operations, Administration and Maintenance
P2MP: Point to Multi-Point
PE: Provider Edge
PHB: Per-Hop Behavior
PM: Performance Monitoring
PSN: Packet Switched Network
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PW: Pseudowire
S-PE: Switching Provider Edge
SS-PW: Single-Segment Pseudo Wire
T-PE: Terminating Provider Edge
TLV: Type Length Value
3.

PW OAM Configuration
This document defines two new TLVs, the PW OAM Administration TLV and
the PW OAM Functions TLV.
The PW OAM Administrations TLV is used to setup/remove MIP and MEP
functions and to control whether OAM alarm function should be
suppressed or not.
The PW OAM Functions TLV is used to configure, enable and disable OAM
functions that include Continuity Check (CC), Connectivity
Verification (CV), Packet Loss/Delay/Throught and PM and Fault
Management Signal(FMS). More details about the new TLVs can be found
in Section 4.

3.1.
3.1.1.

OAM Configuration for SS-PW
Establishment of OAM Entities and Functions

OAM entities and functions can be setup, configured and activated
either when the PW first is signalled or on an already established
PW. This section describes how the OAM entities and functions are
setup and configured with the signalling of a PW.
For the case where OAM entities and functions are setup and
configured after establishment of a PW, the procedures are identical
to the "adjustment of OAM parameters" procedures, more detail can be
found in Section 3.1.2.
Given that a SS-PW needs to be setup between PE1 and PE2 (see
Figure 1) . OAM functions MUST be setup and enabled in the
appropriate order so that spurious alarms can be avoided.
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+-------+
+-------+
|
|
|
|
|
|---------------|
|
|
|
|
|
+-------+
+-------+
PE1
PE2
Figure 1 SS-PW OAM Configuration Scheme
Figure 1: SS-PW OAM Configuration Scheme
Fist, the ingress PE (e.g., PE1) must setup the OAM sink function and
prepare to receive OAM messages. Until the PW is fully established,
any OAM alarm SHOULD be suppressed.
To achieve this, a Label Mapping message with the "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag cleared is sent. In the message, the "OAM MEP Entities
Desired" flag is set. Since there is no MIPs for a SS-PW, the "OAM
MIP Entities desired" flag MUST be cleared. In addition, to
configure and enable particular OAM functions, the PW OAM Functions
TLV and relevant sub-TLVs MUST be included.
When the Label Mapping message is received by PE2, PE2 needs to check
whether it supports the requested OAM configuration. If it does not
support the requested OAM configuration, a Label Release message MUST
be returned to PE1, with a Status Code set to "PW OAM Parameters
Rejected". The PW signalling is complete and the PW will not be
established. If the requested OAM parameters and configuration are
supported, PE2 will establish and configure the requested OAM
entities.
If PE2 fails to establish and configure the OAM entities, a Label
Release message will be returned to PE1, with a Status Code set to
"PW MEP Configuration Failed". The PW signalling is complete and the
PW will not be established.
If the OAM entities are setup and configured successfully, the OAM
sink and source functions is setup and the OAM sink function will be
configured to receive OAM messages.
Since the OAM alarm is disabled, no alarms will be generated. The
OAM source function can start to send OAM messages. PE2 will then
reply a Label Mapping message to PE1, the PW OAM Administration TLV
and PW OAM Configuration TLV from the received Label Mapping message
MUST be copied and carried in the Label Mapping message.
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When PE1 receives this Label Mapping message, PE1 completes any
pending OAM configuration and enables the OAM source function to send
OAM messages.
For PE1, the OAM entities and functions are now setup and configured,
and OAM messages may be exchanged. The OAM alarms can be safely
enabled. The initiator PE (PE1) will send another Label Mapping
message with "OAM Alarms Enabled" flag set to PE2, this will allow
PE2 to enable the OAM alarm function.
When the Label Mapping message is received by PE2, the OAM alarm will
be enabled. PE2 then sends a Notification message with the Status
Code set to "PW OAM Alarms enabled" to PE1.
When the Notification message is received by PE1, PE1 enables the OAM
alarm function. At this point, data-plane OAM is fully functional.
3.1.2.

Adjustment of OAM Parameters

Existing OAM parameters may be changed during the life time of a PW.
To achieve this, PE1 sends a Label Mapping message with the updated
OAM parameters to PE2.
To avoid spurious alarms, it is important that OAM sink and source
functions on both PEs are updated in a synchronized way. First, the
alarms of the OAM sink function should be suppressed. After that,
new OAM parameters can be adjusted. Subsequently, the parameters of
the OAM source function can be updated. Finally, the alarms can be
enabled again.
Consequently, the ingress PE needs to keep its OAM sink and source
functions running without any changes until the OAM parameters are
updated. However, in order to suppress spurious alarms, it also need
to disable the alarm functions before the Label Mapping message, with
the "OAM Alarms Enabled" flag cleared and the updated PW OAM Function
TLV, is sent. The OAM alarm function needs to be disabled until the
corresponding response message is received.
On receipt of the Label Mapping message, PE2 needs to check whether
the updated parameters can be supported. If they can be supported,
PE2 needs first disable the OAM alarms firstly and then update the
OAM parameters. When the update is done, a Notification message
needs to be sent to PE1, with the Status Code set to "PW MEP
Configuration Succeed", to acknowledge the update. If PE2 can not
support the update, a Notification message with Status Code set to
"PW OAM Parameters Rejected" will be sent to PE1.
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When PE1 receives the Notification message with the Status Code set
to "PW MEP Configuration Succeed", PE1 will update using the new OAM
parameters. After the OAM parameters are updated and the OAM is
running with the new parameter settings, OAM alarms are still
disabled. A subsequent Label Mapping message with "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag set will be sent to re-enable OAM alarms. If the
Status Code of the received Notification message is "PW OAM
Parameters Rejected", it will not update the OAM parameters. The OAM
alarms are just enabled again and the OAM will keep running with the
old parameters. PE1 can also re-try changing the OAM parameters
using a different set of parameters.
When PE2 received the Label Mapping message with "OAM Alarms Enabled"
flag set, it will enable the OAM alarms and reply a Notification
message with Status Code set to "PW OAM Alarms Enabled". When
received the Notification message, PE1 will enable the OAM alarms
again.
3.1.3.

Deleting OAM Entities

In some cases it may be useful to remove all OAM entities and
functions from a PW without actually tearing down the connection.
The deleting procedures are defined as below:
First, the ingress PE (e.g., PE1) disables its own the OAM alarms and
then sends a Label Mapping message to the remote PE (e.g., PE2) with
the "OAM Alarms Enabled" flag set but with all other OAM
configurations unchanged.
When received the Label Mapping message, PE2 disables the OAM alarm
and then send a Notification message with Status Code set to "PW OAM
Alarms Disabled" to PE1.
When received the confirmation from PE2, it’s safe to delete the OAM
entities. PE1 will delete the OAM entities related to the PW and
send another Label Mapping message with the "OAM MEP Entities
desired" flag cleared to PE2.
When PE2 received the Label Mapping message, it will delete all OAM
entities related to the PW and then reply a Notification message with
the Status Code set to "PW MEP Entities Disabled" to PE1.
3.2.

OAM Configuration for MS-PW
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Establishment of OAM Entities and Functions

Given that a MS-PW needs to be setup between T-PE1 and T-PE2, across
S-PE1 and S-PE2 (see Figure 2) . OAM functions MUST be setup and
enabled in the appropriate order so that spurious alarms can be
avoided.
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
A|--------|B
C|--------|D
E|--------|F
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
T-PE1
S-PE1
S-PE2
T-PE2
Figure 2 MS-PW Scenario
Figure 2: MS-PW OAM Configuration Scheme
Fist, T-PE1 must setup the OAM sink function and prepare to receive
OAM messages. Until the PW is fully established, any OAM alarm
SHOULD be suppressed.
To achieve this, a Label Mapping message with the "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag cleared is sent. If the S-PEs are expected to setup
and configure the MIP entities, the "OAM MIP Entities desired" flag
MUST be set. In the message, the "OAM MEP Entities Desired" flag is
set. In addition, to configure and enable particular OAM functions,
the PW OAM Functions TLV and relevant sub-TLVs MUST be included.
On receipt of the Label Mapping message, S-PE(e.g., S-PE1) needs to
check whether it supports MIP function. If S-PE1 does not support
MIP function, a Notification message will be sent to T-PE1, with the
Status Code set to "PW MIP Configuration Failed". If S-PE1 supports
MIP function, it will establish and configure the MIP entities
according to the "OAM MIP Entities desired" flag in the PW OAM
Administration TLV. No matter whether S-PE1 supports MIP function,
it will relay the Label Mapping message downstream to the next S-PE.
All the subsequent S-PEs along the PW will perform the same
operations as S-PE1 does until the Label Mapping message reaches the
remote T-PE (T-PE2).
When the Label Mapping message is received by the remote T-PE
(T-PE2), T-PE2 needs to check whether it support the requested OAM
configuration. If it does not support the requested OAM
configuration, a Label Release message MUST be returned to its
upstream PE, with a Status Code set to "PW MEP Configuration Failed".
The signalling is complete and the PW will not be established. If
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the requested OAM parameters and configuration are supported, T-PE2
will establish and configure requested OAM entities.
If T-PE2 fails to establish and configure the OAM entities, a Label
Release message MUST be replied to its upstream PE, with a Status
Code set to "PW MEP Configuration Failed". The signalling is
complete and the PW will not be established.
If the OAM entities established and configured successfully, the OAM
sink and source functions are setup and the OAM sink function will be
configured to receive OAM messages. Since the OAM alarm is disabled,
no alarms will be generated. The OAM source function can start to
send OAM messages. T-PE2 will then reply a Label Mapping message,
the PW OAM Administration TLV and PW OAM Function TLV from the
received Label Mapping message MUST be copied and carried in the
returned Label Mapping message.
S-PEs will relay the Label Mapping message upstream until it reaches
T-PE1. When the Label Mapping message is received by T-PE1, T-PE1
will complete any pending OAM configuration and enables the OAM
source function to send OAM messages.
For T-PE1, the OAM entities and functions are now setup and
configured, and OAM messages may be exchanged. The OAM alarms can be
safely enabled. T-PE1 will send another Label Mapping message with
"OAM Alarms Enabled" flag set to enable the OAM alarm function.
When the Label Mapping message is received by S-PEs, S-PEs will
enable the OAM alarm and relay the Label Mapping message downstream
until it reaches T-PE2.
When the Label Mapping message is received by T-PE2, the OAM alarm
will be enabled. T-PE2 then sends a Notification message to T-PE1,
with the Status Code set to "PW OAM Alarms Enabled". Once the
Notification message is received by T-PE1, T-PE1 enables the OAM
alarm function. At this point, data-plane OAM is fully functional.
3.2.2.

Adjustment of OAM Parameters

Existing OAM parameters may be changed during the life time of a PW.
To achieve this, the T-PE1 needs to send a Label Mapping message with
the updated OAM parameters to adjust and update OAM parameters.
To avoid spurious alarms, it is important that OAM sink and source
functions on both sides are updated in a synchronized way. Fist, the
alarms of the OAM sink function should be suppressed. After that,
new OAM parameters can be adjusted. Subsequently, the parameters of
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Finally, the alarms can be

Consequently, T-PE1 needs to keep its OAM sink and source functions
running without any changes until the OAM parameters are updated.
However, in order to suppress spurious alarms, it also need to
disable the alarm functions before the Label Mapping message, with
the "OAM Alarms Enabled" flag cleared and the updated PW OAM Function
TLV, is sent. The OAM alarm function needs to be disabled until the
corresponding response message is received.
When the Label Mapping message is received by S-PEs, each S-PE just
disables the OAM alarm and relay the Label Mapping message downstream
until the Label Mapping message reaches the remote T-PE (T-PE2).
On receipt of the Label Mapping message, T-PE2 needs to check whether
the updated parameters can be supported. If they can be supported,
T-PE2 needs first disable the OAM alarms and then update the OAM
parameters. When the update is done, a Notification message needs to
be sent to T-PE1, with the Status Code set to "PW MEP Configuration
Succeed", to acknowledge the update. If T-PE2 can not support the
update, a Notification message with Status Code set to "PW OAM
Parameters Rejected" will be sent T-PE1.
When T-PE1 receives the Notification message with the Status Code set
to "PW MEP Configuration Succeed", T-PE1 will update using the new
OAM parameters. After the OAM parameters are updated and the OAM is
running with the new parameter settings, OAM alarms are still
disabled. A subsequent Label Mapping message with "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag set will be sent to re-enable OAM alarms. If the
Status Code of the received Notification message is "PW OAM
Parameters Rejected", it will not update the OAM parameters. The OAM
alarms are just enabled again and the OAM will keep running with the
old parameters. T-PE1 can also re-try changing the OAM parameters
using a different set of parameters.
When S-PEs receives the Label Mapping message, they will enable the
OAM alarms and relay the Label Mapping message downstream.
When T-PE2 receives the Label Mapping message with the "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag set, it will enable the OAM alarms and reply a
Notification message with Status Code set to "PW OAM Alarms Enabled".
When received the Notification message, T-PE1 will enable the OAM
alarms again.
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Deleting OAM Entities

In some cases it may be useful to remove all OAM entities and
functions from a PW without actually tearing down the connection.
The deleting procedures are defined as below:
First, T-PE1disables its own the OAM alarms and then sends a Label
Mapping message to the remote PE (e.g., T-PE2) with the "OAM Alarms
Enabled" flag cleared but with all other OAM configurations
unchanged.
When received the Label Mapping message, S-PEs will disable the OAM
alarm and relay the Mapping message downstream until the Label
Mapping message reaches the remote T-PE (T-PE2).
When received the Label Mapping message, T-PE2 will disable the OAM
alarm and then reply a Notification message with Status Code set to
"PW OAM Alarms Disabled" to T-PE1.
When received the confirmation from T-PE2, it’s safe to delete the
OAM entities. T-PE1 will delete the all OAM entities associated with
the PW and send another Label Mapping message with both the "OAM MEP
Entities desired" and "OAM MIP Entities desired" flags cleared to the
remote T-PE.
When received the Label Mapping message, S-PE (e.g., S-PE1) will
delete all the OAM entities associated with the PW and relay the
Label Mapping message downstream. Subsequent S-PEs will do the same
operations until the Label Mapping message reaches the remote T-PE.
When T-PE2 receives the Label Mapping message, it will delete all OAM
entities associated with the PW and then reply a Notification message
with the Status Code set to "PW MEP Entities Disabled" to T-PE1.
4.

LDP Extensions

4.1.

PW OAM Administration TLV

The PW OAM Administration TLV is used to configure and enable the
MEP, MIP and Alarm functions. It can be sent with the Label Mapping
message. The format of the TLV is as follows:
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|0|
Type
|
Length(=4)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
OAM Administration Flags
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
PW OAM Administration TLV
The PW OAM Administration TLV type is TBD1.
The Length field is 2 octets in length. It defines the length in
octets of OAM Administration Flags filed, it’s value is 4.
The OAM Administration Flags is a bitmap with the length of 4 octets.
This document defines the following flags:
OAM Administration Flags bit#
----------------------------0
1
2
3-31

Description
-------------------------------OAM MIP Entities Desired
OAM MEP Entities Desired
OAM Alarms Enabled
Reserved

The "OAM MIP Entities Desired" flag is used to direct the S-PE(s)
along a PW to establish (when set) or delete (when cleared ) the OAM
MIP entities. This flag only applies to MS-PW scenario. For SS-PW
case, this flag MUST be cleared when sent, and SHOULD be ignored when
received.
The "OAM MEP Entities Desired" flag is used to request the remote
T-PE to establish (when set) or delete (when cleared) the OAM
entities.
The "OAM Alarms Enabled" flag is used to request the received PEs to
enable (when set) or disable (when cleared) OAM alarms function.
Reserved (3-31 bits): MUST be set to zero on transmission and SHOULD
be ignored on receipt.
4.2.

PW OAM Functions TLV

The PW OAM Functions TLV is defined to configure and enable specific
OAM functions, it is carried in Label Mapping message when used. The
format of the TLV is as follows:
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|0|
Type
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
OAM Function Flags
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
sub-TLVs
˜
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
PW OAM Functions TLV
The PW OAM Functions TLV contains a number of flags indicating which
OAM functions should be activated and OAM function specific sub-TLVs
with configuration parameters for particular functions.
The PW OAM Functions TLV type is TBD2.
The Length field is 2 octets in length. It defines the length in
octets of OAM Function Flags and sub-TLVs fields.
The OAM Function Flags is a bitmap with the length of 4 octets.
This document defines the following flags:
OAM Function Flags bit#
--------------------0
1
2
3
4
5
6-31

Description
--------------------------Continuity Check (CC)
Connectivity Verification (CV)
Fault Management Signals (FMS)
Performance Monitoring (PM) Loss
Performance Monitoring (PM) Delay
Performance Monitoring (PM) Throughput
Reserved

The sub-TLVs corresponding to the different OAM function flags are as
follows.
o

BFD Configuration sub-TLV MUST be included if the CC and/or the CV
OAM Function flag is set. Furthermore, if the CV flag is set, the
CC flag MUST be set as well.

o

Performance Monitoring sub-TLV MUST be included if the PM Loss/
Delay OAM Function flag is set.

o

Fault Management Signal (FMS) sub-TLV MAY be included if the FMS
OAM Function flag is set. If the Fault Management Signal sub-TLV
is not included, the default configuration values are used.
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BFD Configuration sub-TLV

The BFD Configuration Sub-TLV (depicted below) is defined for BFDOAM-specific configuration parameters. The BFD Configuration Sub-TLV
is carried as a sub-TLV of the PW OAM Functions TLV.
This sub-TLV accommodates generic BFD OAM information and carries
sub- TLVs.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
BFD Conf. Type (1)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|Vers.|N|S|I|G|U|B|
Reserved (set to all 0s)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
˜
sub-TLVs
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
BFD Configuration sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the BFD Configuration Sub-TLV (suggested
value 1).
Length: Indicates the length of the Value field in octets.
Version: Identifies the BFD protocol version. If the egress LSR does
not support the version, a Notification message MUST be generated,
with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/ Unsupported BFD Version".
BFD Negotiation (N): If set, timer negotiation/re-negotiation via BFD
Control messages is enabled. When cleared, it is disabled.
Symmetric Session (S): If set, the BFD session MUST use symmetric
timing values.
Integrity (I): If set, BFD Authentication MUST be enabled. If the
BFD Configuration Sub-TLV does not include a BFD Authentication SubTLV, the authentication MUST use Keyed SHA1 with an empty pre-shared
key (all 0s). If the egress LSR does not support BFD Authentication,
an Notification message MUST be generated, with Status Code set to
"OAM Problem/BFD Authentication unsupported".
Encapsulation Capability (G): If set, it shows the capability of
encapsulating BFD messages into The G-Ach channel. If both the G bit
and U bit are set, configuration gives precedence to the G bit. If
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the egress LSR does not support any of the ingress LSR Encapsulation
Capabilities, an Notification message MUST be generated, with the
Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD Encapsulation
format".
Encapsulation Capability (U): If set, it shows the capability of
encapsulating BFD messages into UDP packets. If both the G bit and U
bit are set, configuration gives precedence to the G bit. If the
egress LSR does not support any of the ingress LSR Encapsulation
Capabilities, a Notification message MUST be generated, with the
Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD Encapsulation
Format".
Bidirectional (B): If set, it configures BFD in the Bidirectional
mode. If it is not set, it configures BFD in unidirectional mode.
In the second case, the source node does not expect any Discriminator
values back from the destination node.
Reserved: Reserved for future specifications; set to 0 on
transmission and ignored when received.
The BFD Configuration Sub-TLV MUST include the following sub-TLVs in
the Label Mapping message:
o

BFD Identifiers Sub-TLV; and

o

Negotiation Timer Parameters Sub-TLV if the N flag is cleared.

The BFD Configuration Sub-TLV MUST include the following sub-TLVs in
the "response" Label Mapping message:
o

BFD Identifiers Sub-TLV; and

o

Negotiation Timer Parameters Sub-TLV if:
*

the N and S flags are cleared; or if

*

the N flag is cleared and the S flag is set and the Negotiation
Timer Parameters Sub-TLV received by the egress contains
unsupported values. In this case, an updated Negotiation Timer
Parameters Sub-TLV containing values supported by the egress
LSR MUST be returned to the ingress.

4.2.1.1.

Local Discriminator sub-TLV

The Local Discriminator sub-TLV is carried as a sub-TLV of the BFD
Configuration sub-TLV and is depicted below.
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Lcl. Discr. Type (1) (IANA) |
Length (4)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Local Discriminator
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Local Discriminator sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the Local Discriminator sub-TLV
(suggested value 1).
Length: indicates the length of the Value field in octets (4).
Local Discriminator: A unique, nonzero discriminator value generated
by the transmitting system and referring to itself, used to
demultiplex multiple BFD sessions between the same pair of systems.
4.2.1.2.

Negotiation Timer Parameters sub-TLV

The Negotiation Timer Parameters sub-TLV is carried as a sub-TLV of
the BFD Configuration sub-TLV and is depicted below.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Timer Neg. Type (2) (IANA) |
Length (16)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Acceptable Min. Asynchronous TX interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Acceptable Min. Asynchronous RX interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Required Echo TX Interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Negotiation Timer Parameters sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the Negotiation Timer Parameters sub-TLV
(suggested value 2).
Length: indicates the length of the Value field in octets (12).
Acceptable Min. Asynchronous TX interval: in case of S (symmetric)
flag set in the BFD Configuration sub-TLV, defined in Section 4.2.1,
it expresses the desired time interval (in microseconds) at which the
ingress PE intends to both transmit and receive BFD periodic control
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packets. If the receiving PE cannot support such value, it SHOULD
reply with an interval greater than the one proposed.
In case of S (symmetric) flag cleared in the BFD Configuration subTLV, this field expresses the desired time interval (in microseconds)
at which T-PE intends to transmit BFD periodic control packets in its
transmitting direction.
Acceptable Min. Asynchronous RX interval: in case of S (symmetric)
flag set in the BFD Configuration sub-TLV, this field MUST be equal
to Acceptable Min. Asynchronous TX interval and has no additional
meaning respect to the one described for "Acceptable Min.
Asynchronous TX interval".
In case of S (symmetric) flag cleared in the BFD Configuration subTLV, it expresses the minimum time interval (in microseconds) at
which T-PEs can receive BFD periodic control packets. In case this
value is greater than the value of Acceptable Min. Asynchronous TX
interval received from the other edge LSR, such T-PE MUST adopt the
interval expressed in this Acceptable Min. Asynchronous RX interval.
Required Echo TX Interval: the minimum interval (in microseconds)
between received BFD Echo packets that this system is capable of
supporting, less any jitter applied by the sender as described in
[RFC5880] sect. 6.8.9. This value is also an indication for the
receiving system of the minimum interval between transmitted BFD Echo
packets. If this value is zero, the transmitting system does not
support the receipt of BFD Echo packets. If the receiving system
cannot support this value, a Notification message MUST be generated,
with the Status Code set to "Unsupported BFD TX Echo rate interval".
By default the value is set to 0.
4.2.1.3.

BFD Authentication sub-TLV

The BFD Authentication sub-TLV is carried as a sub-TLV of the BFD
Configuration sub-TLV and is depicted below.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
BFD Auth. Type (3) (IANA) |
Length = 8
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Auth Type
| Auth Key ID |
Reserved (0s)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
BFD Authentication sub-TLV
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Type: indicates a new type, the BFD Authentication sub-TLV (suggested
value 3).
Length: indicates the length of the Value field in octets (4).
Auth Type: indicates which type of authentication to use. The same
values as are defined in section 4.1 of [RFC5880] are used. If the
egress PE does not support this type, an Notification message MUST be
generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD
Authentication Type".
Auth Key ID: indicates which authentication key or password
(depending on Auth Type) should be used. How the key exchange is
performed is out of scope of this document. If the egress PE does
not support this Auth Key ID, a Notification message MUST be
generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Mismatch of BFD
Authentication Key ID".
Reserved: Reserved for future specification and set to 0 on
transmission and ignored when received.
4.2.1.4.

Traffic Class Sub-TLV

The Traffic Class sub-TLV is carried as a sub-TLV of the BFD
Configuration sub-TLV or Fault Management Signal sub-TLV
(Section 4.2.3) and is depicted as below.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Traffic Class sub-Type (104) |
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| TC |
Reserved (set to all 0s)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Type: indicates a new type, the Traffic Class sub-TLV (suggested
value 4).
Length: Indicates the length of the Value field in octets (4).
Traffic Class (TC): Identifies the TC [RFC5462] for periodic
continuity monitoring messages or packets with fault management
information. If the Traffic Class sub-TLV is present, then the value
of the TC field MUST be used as the value of the TC field of an MPLS
label stack entry. If the Traffic Class sub-TLV is absent from BFD
Configuration sub-TLV or Fault Management Signal sub-TLV, then
selection of the TC value is a local decision.
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Performance Monitoring sub-TLV

If the PW OAM Functions TLV has either the L (Loss), D (Delay) or T
(Throughput) flag set, the Performance Measurement sub-TLV MUST be
present. Failure to include the correct sub-TLVs MUST result in a
Notification message (with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/
Configuration Error") being generated. The Performance Measurement
sub-TLV provides the configuration information mentioned in Section 7
of [RFC6374]. It includes support for the configuration of quality
thresholds and, as described in [RFC6374], "the crossing of which
will trigger warnings or alarms, and result reporting and exception
notification will be integrated into the system-wide network
management and reporting framework." In case the values need to be
different than the default ones the Performance Measurement sub-TLV
MAY include the following sub-TLVs:
o

"MPLS-PW PM Loss sub-TLV" if the L flag is set in the "PW OAM
Functions TLV";

o

"MPLS-PW PM Delay sub-TLV" if the D flag is set in the "PW OAM
Functions TLV ".

The "Performance Monitoring sub-TLV" depicted below is carried as a
sub-TLV of the "PW OAM Functions TLV"
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Perf Monitoring Type (IANA)|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|D|L|J|Y|K|C|
Reserved (set to all 0s)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
˜
sub-TLVs
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Performance Monitoring sub-TLV
Sub-type: indicates a new sub-type, the Performance Management subTLV (suggested value 2).
Length: indicates the length of the Value field in octets (4).
Configuration Flags, for the specific function description please
refer to [RFC6374]:
o

D: Delay inferred/direct (0=INFERRED, 1=DIRECT). If the egress
LSR does not support specified mode, a Notification message MUST
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be generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported
Delay Mode".
o

L: Loss inferred/direct (0=INFERRED, 1=DIRECT). If the egress LSR
does not support specified mode, a Notification message MUST be
generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported
Loss Mode".

o

J: Delay variation/jitter (1=ACTIVE, 0=NOT ACTIVE). If the egress
LSR does not support Delay variation measurements and the J flag
is set, a Notification message MUST be generated, with the Status
Code set to "OAM Problem/Delay variation unsupported".

o

Y: Dyadic (1=ACTIVE, 0=NOT ACTIVE). If the egress LSR does not
support Dyadic mode and the Y flag is set, a Notification message
MUST be generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Dyadic
mode unsupported".

o

K: Loopback (1=ACTIVE, 0=NOT ACTIVE). If the egress LSR does not
support Loopback mode and the K flag is set, a Notification
message MUST be generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM
Problem/ Loopback mode unsupported".

o

C: Combined (1=ACTIVE, 0=NOT ACTIVE). If the egress LSR does not
support Combined mode and the C flag is set, a Notification
message MUST be generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM
Problem/ Combined mode unsupported".

Reserved: Reserved for future specification and set to 0 on
transmission and ignored when received.
4.2.2.1.

PM Loss Sub-TLV

The PM Loss sub-TLV depicted below is carried as a sub-TLV of the
Performance Monitoring sub-TLV.
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| PM Loss Type (1) (IANA)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| OTF |T|B|
RESERVED
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Measurement Interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Test Interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Loss Threshold
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
PM Loss sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the PM Loss sub-TLV (suggested value 1).
Length: indicates the length of the parameters in octets.
OTF: Origin Timestamp Format of the Origin Timestamp field described
in [RFC6374]. By default it is set to IEEE 1588 version 1. If the
egress PE cannot support this value, a Notification message MUST be
generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported
Timestamp Format".
Configuration Flags, please refer to [RFC6374] for further details:
o

T: Traffic-class-specific measurement indicator. Set to 1 when
the measurement operation is scoped to packets of a particular
traffic class (DSCP value), and 0 otherwise. When set to 1, the
DS field of the message indicates the measured traffic class. By
default it is set to 1.

o

B: Octet (byte) count. When set to 1, indicates that the Counter
1-4 fields represent octet counts. When set to 0, indicates that
the Counter 1-4 fields represent packet counts. By default it is
set to 0.

Measurement Interval: the time interval (in microseconds) at which LM
query messages MUST be sent on both directions. If the T-PE
receiving the Mapping message can not support such value, it can
reply back with a higher interval. By default it is set to (100) as
per [RFC6375]..
Test Interval: test messages interval as described in [RFC6374].
default it is set to (10) as per [RFC6375].
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Loss Threshold: the threshold value of measured lost packets per
measurement over which action(s) SHOULD be triggered.
4.2.2.2.

PM Delay Sub-TLV

The PM Delay sub-TLV depicted below is carried as a sub-TLV of the PW
OAM Functions TLV.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| PM Delay Type (2) (IANA)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| OTF |T|B|
RESERVED
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Measurement Interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Test Interval
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Delay Threshold
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
PM Delay sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the PM Delay sub-TLV (suggested value 2).
Length: indicates the length of the parameters in octets.
OTF: Origin Timestamp Format of the Origin Timestamp field described
in [RFC6374]. By default it is set to IEEE 1588 version 1. If the
egress LSR cannot support this value, a Notification message MUST be
generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Unsupported
Timestamp Format".
Configuration Flags, please refer to [RFC6374] for further details:
o

T: Traffic-class-specific measurement indicator. Set to 1 when
the measurement operation is scoped to packets of a particular
traffic class (DSCP value), and 0 otherwise. When set to 1, the
DS field of the message indicates the measured traffic class. By
default it is set to 1.

o

B: Octet (byte) count. When set to 1, indicates that the Counter
1-4 fields represent octet counts. When set to 0, indicates that
the Counter 1-4 fields represent packet counts. By default it is
set to 0.
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Measurement Interval: the time interval (in microseconds) at which LM
query messages MUST be sent on both directions. If the T-PE
receiving the Mapping message can not support such value, it can
reply back with a higher interval. By default it is set to (1000) as
per [RFC6375].
Test Interval: test messages interval as described in [RFC6374].
default it is set to (10) as per [RFC6375].

By

Delay Threshold: the threshold value of measured two-way delay (in
milliseconds) over which action(s) SHOULD be triggered.
4.2.3.

Fault Management Signal Sub-TLV

The Fault Management Signal sub-TLV depicted below is carried as a
sub-TLV of the PW OAM Functions TLV. When both working and
protection paths are configured, both PWs SHOULD be configured with
identical settings of the E flag, T flag, and the refresh timer.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
FMS sub-type (300)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|E|S|T|
Reserved
|
Refresh Timer
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
˜
sub-TLVs
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Fault Management Signal sub-TLV
Type: indicates a new type, the Fault Management Signal sub-TLV
(suggested value 4).
Length: indicates the length of the parameters in octets (8).
FMS Signal Flags are used to enable the FMS signals at end point MEPs
and the Server MEPs of the links over which the PW is forwarded. In
this document only the S flag pertains to Server MEPs.
The following flags are defined:
o

E: Enable Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) and Lock Report (LKR)
signaling as described in [RFC6427]. Default value is 1
(enabled). If the egress MEP does not support FMS signal
generation, a Notification message MUST be generated, with the
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Status Code set to "OAM Problem/Fault management signaling
unsupported".
o

S: Indicate to a server MEP that it should transmit AIS and LKR
signals on the client PW. Default value is 0 (disabled). If a
Server MEP which is capable of generating FMS messages is for some
reason unable to do so for the PW being signaled, a Notification
message MUST be generated, with the Status Code set to "OAM
Problem/ Unable to create fault management association".

o

T: Set timer value, enabled the configuration of a specific timer
value. Default value is 0 (disabled).

o

Remaining bits: Reserved for future specification and set to 0.

Refresh Timer: indicates the refresh timer of fault indication
messages, in seconds. The value MUST be between 1 to 20 seconds as
specified for the Refresh Timer field in [RFC6427]. If the egress PE
receiving the Label Mapping message cannot support the value it
SHOULD reply with a higher timer value.
Fault Management Signal sub-TLV MAY include Traffic Class sub-TLV
(Section 4.2.1.4). If TC sub-TLV is present, the value of the TC
field MUST be used as the value of the TC field of a PW label stack
entry for FMS messages. If the TC sub-TLV is absent, then selection
of the TC value is local decision.
5.

IANA Considerations

5.1.

TLVs

IANA is requested to assign two new TLV types from the registry "TLV
Type Name Space" in the "Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)
Parameters" registry.
Value
----TBD1
TBD2

TLV
-------PW OAM Administration TLV
PW OAM Functions TLV

References
---------this document
this document

The sub-TLV space and assignments for the PW OAM Functions TLV will
be the same as that for the MPLS OAM Functions TLV. Sub-types for
the MPLS OAM Functions TLV and the PW OAM Functions TLV MUST be kept
the same. Any new sub-type added to the MPLS OAM Functions TLV MUST
apply to the PW OAM Functions TLV as well.
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PW OAM Configuration Sub-TLV

IANA is requested to create a registry of "Pseudowire OAM
Configuration Sub-TLV types". These are 16 bit values. Sub-TLV
types 1 through 8 are specified in this document. Sub-TLV types 0
and 65535 are reserved. Sub-TLV 9 through 65534 are to be assigned
by IANA, using the "Expert Review" policy defined in [RFC5226].
Value
----1
2
3
5.1.1.1.

Sub-TLV
-------BFD Configuration sub-TLV
Performance Monitoring sub-TLV
Fault Management Signal sub-TLV

References
---------this document
this document
this document

BFD Configuration sub-TLVs

IANA is requested to create a registry of "Pseudowire OAM BFD
Configuration Sub-TLV types". These are 16 bit values. Sub-TLV
types 1 through 3 are specified in this document. Sub-TLV types 0
and 65535 are reserved. Sub-TLV 4 through 65534 are to be assigned
by IANA, using the "Expert Review" policy defined in [RFC5226].
Value
----1
2
3
4
5.1.1.2.

Sub-TLV
-------Local Discriminator sub-TLV
Negotiation Timer Parameters sub-TLV
BFD Authentication sub-TLV
Traffic Class Sub-TLV

References
---------this document
this document
this document
this document

Performance Monitoring sub-TLVs

IANA is requested to create a registry of "Pseudowire OAM Performance
Monitoring Sub-TLV types". These are 16 bit values. Sub-TLV types 1
through 2 are specified in this document. Sub-TLV types 0 and 65535
are reserved. Sub-TLV 3 through 65534 are to be assigned by IANA,
using the "Expert Review" policy defined in [RFC5226].
Value
----1
2
5.2.

Sub-TLV
-------PM Loss TLV
PM Delay TLV

References
---------this document
this document

OAM Configuration Status Code

IANA is requested to assign the following LDP status codes from the
registry "STATUS CODE NAME SPACE" in the "Label Distribution Protocol
(LDP) Parameters" registry.
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Range/Value
E
----------- ----TBD3
0
TBD4
0
TBD5
0
TBD6
0
TBD7
0
TBD8
0
TBD9
0
TBD10
0

6.

TBD11

0

TBD12

0

TBD13

0

TBD14

0

TBD15

0

TBD16
TBD17

0
0

TBD18

0

TBD19

0

TBD20

0

TBD21

0

TBD22

0

Description
------------------------------------"PW OAM Alarms Enabled"
"PW OAM Alarms Disabled"
"PW MEP Configuration Failed"
"PW MEP Configuration Succeed"
"PW MEP Entities Disabled"
"PW MIP Configuration Failed"
"PW OAM Parameters Rejected"
"OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD
Version"
"OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD
Encapsulation format"
"OAM Problem/Unsupported BFD
Authentication Type"
"OAM Problem/Mismatch of BFD
Authentication Key ID
"OAM Problem/Unsupported Timestamp
Format"
"OAM Problem/Unsupported Delay
Mode"
"OAM Problem/Unsupported Loss Mode"
"OAM Problem/Delay variation
unsupported"
"OAM Problem/Dyadic mode
unsupported"
"OAM Problem/Loopback mode
unsupported"
"OAM Problem/Combined mode
unsupported"
"OAM Problem/Fault management
signaling unsupported"
"OAM Problem/Unable to create
fault management association"

July 2015

Reference
------------This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document
This document

Security Considerations
Security considerations relating to LDP are described in section 5 of
[RFC5036] and section 11 of [RFC5561]. Security considerations
relating to use of LDP in setting up PWs is described in section 8 of
[RFC4447].
This document defines new TLV/sub-TLV types, and OAM configuration
procedures intended for use with MPLS-TP, which do not raise any
additional security issues.
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Abstract
Many transport services require that user traffic, in the form of
Pseudowires (PW), be delivered via either a single co-routed
bidirectional tunnel or two unidirectional tunnels that share the
same routes. This document defines an optional extension to Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP) that enables the binding between PWs and
the underlying Traffic Engineering (TE) tunnels. The extension
applies to both single-segment and multi-segment PWs.
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Introduction
Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) [RFC3985] is a mechanism to
emulate layer 2 services, such as Ethernet Point-to-Point circuits.
Such services are emulated between two Attachment Circuits, and the
Pseudowire (PW)-encapsulated layer 2 service payload is transported
via Packet Switching Network (PSN) tunnels between Provider Edges
(PEs). PWE3 typically uses Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)
[RFC5036] or Resource ReserVation Protocol-Traffic Engineering (RSVPTE) [RFC3209] LSPs as PSN tunnels. The PEs select and bind the
Pseudowires to PSN tunnels independently. Today, there is no
standardized protocol-based provisioning mechanism to associate PWs
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to PSN tunnels, such associations must be managed via provisioning or
other private methods.
PW-to-PSN Tunnel binding has become increasingly common and important
in many deployment scenarios, , as it allows service providers to
provide service level agreements to their customers for such traffic
attributes as bandwidth, latency, and availability.
The requirements for explicit control of PW-to-LSP mapping has been
described in Section 5.3.2 of [RFC6373]. Figure 1 illustrates how
PWs can be bound to particular LSPs.
+------+
+------+
---AC1 ---|..............PWs...............|---AC1-----...----| PE1 |=======LSPs=======| PE2 |---...-----ACn ---|
|-------Links------|
|---ACn--+------+
+------+
Figure 1: Explicit PW-to-LSP binding scenario

There are two PEs (PE1 and PE2) connected through multiple parallel
links that may be on different physical fibers. Each link is managed
and controlled as a bi-directional LSP. At each PE, there are a
large number of bi-directional user flows from multiple Ethernet
interfaces (access circuits in the figure). Each user flow uses a
pair of uni-directional PWs to carry bi-directional traffic. The
operators need to make sure that the user flows (that is, the PWpairs) are carried on the same fiber or bidirectional LSP.
There are a number of reasons behind this requirement. First, due to
delay and latency constraints, traffic going over different fibers
may require a large amount of expensive buffer memory to compensate
for the differential delay at the headend nodes. Further, the
operators may apply different protection mechanisms on different
parts of the network (e.g., to deloy 1:1 protection in one part and
1+1 protection in other parts). As such, operators may prefer to
have a user’s traffic traverse the same fiber. That implies that
both forwarding and reserve direction PWs that belong to the same
user flow need to be mapped to the same co-routed bi-directional LSP
or two LSPs with the same route.
Figure 2 illustrates a scenario where PW-LSP binding is not applied.
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+----+
+--+ LSP1 +--+
+----+
+-----+
| PE1|===|P1|======|P2|===| PE2|
+-----+
|
|----|
|
+--+
+--+
|
|----|
|
| CE1 |
|............PW................|
| CE2 |
|
|----|
|
+--+
|
|----|
|
+-----+
|
|======|P3|==========|
|
+-----+
+----+
+--+ LSP2
+----+
Figure 2: Inconsistent SS-PW to LSP binding scenario
LSP1 and LSP2 are two bidirectional connections on diverse paths.
The operator needs to deliver a bi-directional flow between PE1 and
PE2. Using existing mechanisms, it’s possible that PE1 may select
LSP1 (PE1-P1-P2-PE2) as the PSN tunnel for traffic from PE1 to PE2,
while selecting LSP2 (PE2-P3-PE1) as the PSN tunnel for traffic from
PE2 to PE1.
Consequently, the user traffic is delivered over two disjoint LSPs
that may have very different service attributes in terms of latency
and protection. This may not be acceptable as a reliable and
effective transport service to the customer.
A similar problem may also exist in multi-segment PWs (MS-PWs), where
user traffic on a particular PW may hop over different networks on
forward and reverse directions.
One way to solve this problem is by introducing manual provisioning
at each PE to bind the PWs to the underlying PSN tunnels. However,
this is prone to configuration errors and does not scale.
This document introduces an automatic solution by extending
Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) 128/129 PW based on [RFC4447].
2.

LDP Extensions
This document defines a new optional TLV, PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, to
communicate tunnel/LSPs selection and binding requests between PEs.
The TLV carries a PW’s binding profile and provides explicit or
implicit information for the underlying PSN tunnel binding operation.
The binding operation applies in both single-segment (SS) and multisegment (MS) scenarios.
The extension supports two types of binding requests:
1.

Strict binding: the requesting PE will choose and explicitly
indicate the LSP information in the requests; the receiving PE
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MUST obey the requests, otherwise, the PW will not be
established.
2.

Co-routed binding: the requesting PE will suggest an underlying
LSP to a remote PE. On receive, the remote PE has the option to
use the suggested LSP, or reply the information for an
alternative.

In this document, the terminology of "tunnel" is identical to the "TE
Tunnel" defined in Section 2.1 of [RFC3209], which is uniquely
identified by a SESSION object that includes Tunnel end point
address, Tunnel ID and Extended Tunnel ID. The terminology "LSP" is
identical to the "LSP tunnel" defined in Section 2.1 of [RFC3209],
which is uniquely identified by the SESSION object together with
SENDER_TEMPLATE (or FILTER_SPEC) object that consists of LSP ID and
Tunnel endpoint address.
2.1.

PSN Tunnel Binding TLV

PSN Tunnel Binding TLV is an optional TLV and MUST be carried in the
LDP Label Mapping message [RFC5036] if PW to LSP binding is required.
The format is as follows:
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|U|F| PSN Tunnel Binding (TBD1) |
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|C|S|T|
Unallocated flags
|
Reserved
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
PSN Tunnel Sub-TLV
˜
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Figure 3: PSN Tunnel Binding TLV
The U-bit and F-bit are defined in Section 3.3 [RFC5036]. Since the
PSN Tunnel Binding TLV is an optional TLV, the U-bit MUST be set to 1
so that a receiver MUST silently ignore this TLV if unknown to it,
and continue processing the rest of the message.
A receiver of this TLV is not allowed to forward the TLV further when
it does not know the TLV. So, the F-bit MUST be set to 0.
The PSN Tunnel Binding TLV type is TBD1.
The Length field is 2 octets in length. It defines the length in
octets of the value field (including Flags, Reserved, sub-TLV
fields).
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The Flag field is 2 octets in length, three flags are defined in this
document. The rest unallocated flags MUST be set to zero when
sending, and MUST be ignored when received.
C (Co-routed path) bit: This informs the remote T-PE/S-PEs about the
properties of the underlying LSPs. When set, the remote T-PE/S-PEs
SHOULD select co-routed LSP (as the forwarding tunnel) as the reverse
PSN tunnel. If there is no such tunnel available, it may trigger the
remote T-PE/S-PEs to establish a new LSP.
S (Strict) bit: This instructs the PEs with respect to the handling
of the underlying LSPs. When set, the remote PE MUST use the tunnel/
LSP specified in the PSN Tunnel Sub-TLV as the PSN tunnel on the
reverse direction of the PW, or the PW will fail to be established.
Either the C-bit or the S-bit MUST be set. The C-bit and S-bit are
mutually exclusive from each other, and cannot be set in the same
message. If "both C-bit and S-bit are set" or "both C-bit and S-bit
are clear" are received, a Label Release message with status code set
to "The C-bit or S-bit unknown" (TBD5) MUST be replied, and the PW
will not be established.
T (Tunnel Representation) bit: This indicates the format of the LSP
tunnels. When the bit is set, the tunnel uses the tunnel information
to identify itself, and the LSP Number fields in the PSN Tunnel subTLV (Section 2.1.1) MUST be set to zero. Otherwise, both tunnel and
LSP information of the PSN tunnel are required. The default is set.
The motivation for the T-bit is to support the MPLS protection
operation where the LSP Number fields may be ignored.
The Reserved field is 2 octets in length and is left for future use.
2.1.1.

PSN Tunnel Sub-TLV

PSN Tunnel Sub-TLVs are designed for inclusion in the PSN Tunnel
Binding TLV to specify the tunnel/LSPs to which a PW is required to
bind.
Two sub-TLVs are defined: the IPv4 and IPv6 Tunnel sub-TLVs.
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Type(TBD2) |
Length
|
Reserved
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Source Global ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Source Node ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Source Tunnel Number
|
Source LSP Number
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Destination Global ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Destination Node ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Destination Tunnel Number
|
Destination LSP Number
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
0
1
2
3
Figure 4: IPv4 PSN Tunnel sub-TLV format
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Type(TBD3) |
Length
|
Reserved
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Source Global ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
Source Node ID
˜
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Source Tunnel Number
|
Source LSP Number
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Destination Global ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
Destination Node ID
˜
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Destination Tunnel Number
|
Destination LSP Number
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Figure 5: IPv6 PSN Tunnel sub-TLV format

The definition of Source and Destination Global/Node IDs and Tunnel/
LSP Numbers are derived from [RFC6370]. This is to describe the
underlying LSPs. Note that the LSPs in this notation are globally
unique. The ITU-T style identifiers [RFC6923] are not used in this
document.
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As defined in Section 4.6.1.2 and Section 4.6.2.2 of [RFC3209], the
"Tunnel endpoint address" is mapped to Destination Node ID, and
"Extended Tunnel ID" is mapped to Source Node ID. Both IDs can be
IPv4 or IPv6 addresses. The Node IDs are routable addresses of the
ingress LSR and egress LSR of the Tunnel/LSP.
A PSN Tunnel sub-TLV could be used to either identify a tunnel or a
specific LSP. The T-bit in the Flag field defines the distinction as
such that, when the T-bit is set, the Source/Destination LSP Number
fields MUST be zero and ignored during processing. Otherwise, both
Source/Destination LSP Number fields MUST have the actual LSP IDs of
specific LSPs.
Each PSN Tunnel Binding TLV MUST only have one such sub-TLV. When
sending, only one sub-TLV MUST be carried. When received, if there
are more than one sub-TLVs carried, only the first sub-TLV MUST be
used, the rest sub-TLVs MUST be ignored.
3.

Theory of Operation
During PW setup, the PEs may choose to select desired forwarding
tunnels/LSPs, and inform the remote T-PE/S-PEs about the desired
reverse tunnels/LSPs.
Specifically, to set up a PW (or PW Segment), a PE may select a
candidate tunnel/LSP to act as the PSN tunnel. If none is available
or satisfies the constraints, the PE will trigger and establish a new
tunnel/LSP. The selected tunnel/LSP information is carried in the
PSN Tunnel Binding TLV and sent with the Label Mapping message to the
target PE.
Upon the reception of the Label Mapping message, the receiving PE
will process the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, determine whether it can
accept the suggested tunnel/LSP or to find the reverse tunnel/LSP
that meets the request, and respond with a Label Mapping message,
which contains the corresponding PSN Tunnel Binding TLV.
It is possible that two PEs may request PSN binding to the same PW or
PW segment over different tunnels/LSPs at the same time. There may
cause collisions of tunnel/LSPs selection as both PEs assume the
active role.
As defined in (Section 7.2.1, [RFC6073]), each PE may be categorized
into active and passive roles:
1.

Active PE: the PE which initiates the selection of the tunnel/
LSPs and informs the remote PE;
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Passive PE: the PE which obeys the active PE’s suggestion.

In the remaining of this document, we will elaborate the operation
for SS-PW and MS-PW:

4.

1.

SS-PW: In this scenario, both PEs for a particular PW may assume
the active roles.

2.

MS-PW: One PE is active, while the other is passive.
setup using FEC 129.

The PWs are

PSN Binding Operation for SS-PW
As illustrated in Figure-5, both PEs (say, PE1 and PE2) of a PW may
independently initiate the setup. To perform PSN binding, the Label
Mapping messages MUST carry a PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, and the PSN
Tunnel sub-TLV MUST contains the desired tunnel/LSPs of the sender.

+----+
LSP1
+----+
+-----+
| PE1|====================| PE2|
+-----+
|
|----|
|
|
|----|
|
| CE1 |
|............PW................|
| CE2 |
|
|----|
|
|
|----|
|
+-----+
|
|====================|
|
+-----+
+----+
LSP2
+----+
Figure 6: PSN binding operation in SS-PW environment
As outlined previously, there are two types of binding request: corouted and strict.
In strict binding, a PE (e.g., PE1) will mandate the other PE (e.g.,
PE2) to use a specified tunnel/LSP (e.g. LSP1) as the PSN tunnel on
the reverse direction. In the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, the S-bit MUST
be set, the C-bit MUST be cleared, and the Source and Destination
IDs/Numbers MUST be filled.
On receive, if the S-bit is set, as well as following the processing
procedure defined in Section 5.3.3 of [RFC4447], the receiving PE
(i.e. PE2) needs to determine whether to accept the indicated
tunnel/LSP in PSN Tunnel Sub-TLV.
If the receiving PE (PE2) is also an active PE, and may have
initiated the PSN binding requests to the other PE (PE1), if the
received PSN tunnel/LSP is the same as it has been sent in the Label
Mapping message by PE2, then the signaling has converged on a
mutually agreed Tunnel/LSP. The binding operation is completed.
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Otherwise, the receiving PE (PE2) MUST compare its own Node ID
against the received Source Node ID as unsigned integers. If the
received Source Node ID is larger, the PE (PE2) will reply with a
Label Mapping message to complete the PW setup and confirm the
binding request. The PSN Tunnel Binding TLV in the message MUST
contain the same Source and Destination IDs/Numbers as in the
received binding request, in the appropriate order (where the source
is PE2 and PE1 becomes the destination). On the other hand, if the
receiving PE (PE2) has a Node ID that is larger than the Source Node
ID carried in the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, it MUST reply with a Label
Release message with status code set to "Reject - unable to use the
suggested tunnel/LSPs" and the received PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, and
the PW will not be established.
To support co-routed binding, the receiving PE can select the
appropriated PSN tunnel/LSP for the reverse direction of the PW, so
long as the forwarding and reverse PSNs share the same route (links
and nodes).
Initially, a PE (PE1) sends a Label Mapping message to the remote PE
(PE2) with the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, with C-bit set, S-bit cleared,
and the appropriate Source and Destination IDs/Numbers. In case of
unidirectional LSPs, the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV may only contain the
Source IDs/Numbers, the Destination IDs/Numbers are set to zero and
left for PE2 to complete when responding the Label Mapping message.
On receive, since PE2 is also an active PE, and may have initiated
the PSN binding requests to the other PE (PE1), if the received PSN
tunnel/LSP has the same route as the one that has been sent in the
Label Mapping message to PE1, then the signaling has converged. The
binding operation is completed.
Otherwise, PE2 needs to compare its own Node ID against the received
Source Node ID as unsigned integers. If the received Source Node ID
is larger, PE2 needs to find/establish a tunnel/LSP that meets the
co-routed constraint, and reply with a Label Mapping message with a
PSN Binding TLV that contains the Source and Destination IDs/Numbers
of the tunnel/LSP. On the other hand, if the receiving PE (PE2) has
a Node ID that is larger than the Source Node ID carried in the PSN
Tunnel Binding TLV, it MUST reply with a Label Release message with
status code set to "Reject - unable to use the suggested tunnel/LSPs"
(TBD4) and the received PSN Tunnel Binding TLV.
In addition, if the received PSN tunnel/LSP end points do not match
the PW end points, PE2 MUST reply with a Label Release message with
status code set to "Reject - unable to use the suggested tunnel/LSPs"
(TBD4) and the received PSN Tunnel Binding TLV MUST also be carried.
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In both strict and co-routed bindings, if T-bit is set, the LSP
Number field MUST be set to zero. Otherwise, the field MUST contain
the actual LSP number for the related PSN LSP.
After a PW is established, the operators may choose to move the PWs
from the current tunnel/LSPs to other tunnel/LSPs. Also the
underlying PSN tunnel may break due to a network failure. When
either of these scenarios occur, a new Label Mapping message MUST be
sent to notify the remote PE of the changes. Note that when the
T-bit is set, the working LSP broken will not provide this update if
there are protection LSPs in place.
The message may carry a new PSN Tunnel Binding TLV, which contains
the new Source and Destination Numbers/IDs. The handling of the new
message should be identical to what has been described in this
section.
However, if the new Label Mapping message does not contain the PSN
Tunnel Binding TLV, it declares the removal of any co-routed/strict
constraints. The current independent PW to PSN binding will be used.
Further, as an implementation option, the PEs may choose not to
remove the traffic from an operational PW, until the completion of
the underlying PSN tunnel/LSP changes.
5.

PSN Binding Operation for MS-PW
MS-PW uses FEC 129 for PW setup.

We refer the operation to Figure-6.

+-----+ LSP1 +-----+ LSP2 +-----+ LSP3 +-----+
+---+
|T-PE1|======|S-PE1|======|S-PE2|======|T-PE2|
+---+
|
|---|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|---|
|
|CE1|
|......................PW....................|
|CE2|
|
|---|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|---|
|
+---+
|
|======|
|======|
|======|
|
+---+
+-----+ LSP4 +-----+ LSP5 +-----+ LSP6 +-----+
Figure 7: PSN binding operation in MS-PW environment

When an active PE (that is, T-PE1) starts to signal a MS-PW, a PSN
Tunnel Binding TLV MUST be carried in the Label Mapping message and
sent to the adjacent S-PE (that is, S-PE1). The PSN Tunnel Binding
TLV includes the PSN Tunnel sub-TLV that carries the desired tunnel/
LSP of T-PE1’s.
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For strict binding, the initiating PE MUST set the S-bit, clear the
C-bit and indicate the binding tunnel/LSP to the next-hop S-PE.
When S-PE1 receives the Label Mapping message, S-PE1 needs to
determine if the signaling is for forward or reverse direction, as
defined in Section 6.2.3 of [RFC7267].
If the Label Mapping message is for forward direction, and S-PE1
accepts the requested tunnel/LSPs from T-PE1, S-PE1 MUST save the
tunnel/LSP information for reverse-direction processing later on. If
the PSN binding request is not acceptable, S-PE1 MUST reply with a
Label Release Message to the upstream PE (T-PE1) with Status Code set
to "Reject - unable to use the suggested tunnel/LSPs" (TBD4).
Otherwise, S-PE1 relays the Label Mapping message to the next S-PE
(that is, S-PE2), with the PSN Tunnel sub-TLV carrying the
information of the new PSN tunnel/LSPs selected by S-PE1. S-PE2 and
subsequent S-PEs will repeat the same operation until the Label
Mapping message reaches to the remote T-PE (that is, T-PE2).
If T-PE2 agrees with the requested tunnel/LSPs, it will reply with a
Label Mapping message to initiate to the binding process on the
reverse direction. The Label Mapping message contains the received
PSN Tunnel Binding TLV for confirmation purposes.
When its upstream S-PE (S-PE2) receives the Label Mapping message,
the S-PE relays the Label Mapping message to its upstream adjacent
S-PE (S-PE1), with the previously saved PSN tunnel/LSP information in
the PSN Tunnel sub-TLV. The same procedure will be applied on
subsequent S-PEs, until the message reaches to T-PE1 to complete the
PSN binding setup.
During the binding process, if any PE does not agree to the requested
tunnel/LSPs, it can send a Label Release Message to its upstream
adjacent PE with Status Code set to "Reject - unable to use the
suggested tunnel/LSPs" (TBD4). In addition, if the received PSN
tunnel/LSP end points do not match the PW Segment end points, the
receiving PE MUST reply with a Label Release message with status code
set to "Reject - unable to use the suggested tunnel/LSPs" (TBD4) and
the received PSN Tunnel Binding TLV MUST also be carried.
For co-routed binding, the initiating PE (T-PE1) MUST set the C-bit,
reset the S-bit and indicates the suggested tunnel/LSP in PSN Tunnel
sub-TLV to the next-hop S-PE (S-PE1).
During the MS-PW setup, the PEs have the option of ignoring the
suggested tunnel/LSP, and to select another tunnel/LSP for the
segment PW between itself and its upstream PE in reverse direction
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Otherwise,

The tunnel/LSPs may change after a MS-PW being established. When a
tunnel/LSP has changed, the PE that detects the change SHOULD select
an alternative tunnel/LSP for temporary use while negotiating with
other PEs following the procedure described in this section.
6.

PSN Tunnel Select Considerations
As stated in Section 1 of this document, the PSN tunnel that is used
for binding can be either a co-routed bi-directional LSP or two LSPs
with the same route. The co-routed bi-directional LSP has the
characteristics that both directions not only cross the same nodes
and links but have the same life span. But for the two LSPs case,
even if they have the same route at the beginning, it cannot be
guaranteed that they will always have the same route all the time.
For example, when Fast ReRoute (FRR) [RFC4090] is deployed for the
LSPs, link or node failure may make the two LSPs use different
routes. So, if the network supports co-routed bi-directional LSPs,
it is RECOMMENDED that a co-routed bi-directional LSP should be used;
otherwise, two LSPs with same route may be used.

7.

Security Considerations
The ability to control which LSP is used to carry traffic from a PW
can be a potential security risk both for denial of service and
traffic interception. It is RECOMMENDED that PEs do not accept the
use of LSPs identified in the PSN Tunnel Binding TLV unless the LSP
end points match the PW or PW segment end points. Furthermore, it is
RECOMMENDED that PEs implement the LDP security mechanisms described
in [RFC5036] and [RFC5920].

8.

IANA Considerations

8.1.

LDP TLV Types

This document defines a new TLV [Section 2.1 of this document] for
inclusion in LDP Label Mapping message. IANA is requested to assign
TLV type value (TBD1) to the new defined TLVs from LDP "TLV Type Name
Space" registry.
8.1.1.

PSN Tunnel Sub-TLVs

This document defines two sub-TLVs [Section 2.1.1 of this document]
for PSN Tunnel Binding TLV. IANA is required to create a new PWE3
registry ("PSN Tunnel Sub-TLV Name Space") for PSN Tunnel sub-TLVs
and to assign Sub-TLV type values to the following sub-TLVs:
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IPv4 PSN Tunnel sub-TLV - TBD2
IPv6 PSN Tunnel sub-TLV - TBD3
In addition, the values 0 and 255 in this new registry should be
reserved, and values 1-254 will be allocated by IETF Review.
8.2.

LDP Status Codes

This document defines two new LDP status codes, IANA is requested to
assigned status codes to these new defined codes from the LDP "STATUS
CODE NAME SPACE" registry.
"Reject - unable to use the suggested tunnel/LSPs" - TBD4
"The C-bit or S-bit unknown" -TBD5
The E bit is set to one for both new codes.
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Abstract
Layer 2 services (such as Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer Mode,
and Ethernet) can be "emulated" over an MPLS backbone by
encapsulating the Layer 2 Protocol Data Units (PDU) and then
transmitting them over "pseudowires". It is also possible to use
pseudowires to provide low-rate Time Division Multiplexed and
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Synchronous Optical NETworking circuit emulation over an MPLS-enabled
network. This document specifies a protocol for establishing and
maintaining the pseudowires, using extensions to the Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP). Procedures for encapsulating Layer 2
PDUs are specified in a set of companion documents.
This document has been written to address errata in a previous
version of this standard.
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1. Introduction
[RFC4619], [RFC4717], [RFC4618], and [RFC4448] explain how to
encapsulate a Layer 2 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) for transmission over
an MPLS-enabled network. Those documents specify that a "pseudowire
header", consisting of a demultiplexor field, will be prepended to
the encapsulated PDU. The pseudowire demultiplexor field is
prepended before transmitting a packet on a pseudowire. When the
packet arrives at the remote endpoint of the pseudowire, the
demultiplexor is what enables the receiver to identify the particular
pseudowire on which the packet has arrived. To transmit the packet
from one pseudowire endpoint to another, the packet may need to
travel through a "Packet Switched Network (PSN) tunnel"; this will
require that an additional header be prepended to the packet.
Accompanying documents [RFC4842], [RFC4553] specify methods for
transporting time-division multiplexing (TDM) digital signals (TDM
circuit emulation) over a packet-oriented MPLS-enabled network. The
transmission system for circuit-oriented TDM signals is the
Synchronous Optical Network [ANSI] (SONET)/Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy (SDH) [ITUG]. To support TDM traffic, which includes
voice, data, and private leased-line service, the pseudowires must
emulate the circuit characteristics of SONET/SDH payloads. The TDM
signals and payloads are encapsulated for transmission over
pseudowires. A pseudowire demultiplexor and a PSN tunnel header is
prepended to this encapsulation.
[RFC4553] describes methods for transporting low-rate time-division
multiplexing (TDM) digital signals (TDM circuit emulation) over PSNs,
while [RFC4842] similarly describes transport of high-rate TDM
(SONET/SDH). To support TDM traffic, the pseudowires must emulate
the circuit characteristics of the original T1, E1, T3, E3, SONET, or
SDH signals. [RFC4553] does this by encapsulating an arbitrary but
constant amount of the TDM data in each packet, and the other methods
encapsulate TDM structures.
In this document, we specify the use of the MPLS Label Distribution
Protocol, LDP [RFC5036], as a protocol for setting up and maintaining
the pseudowires. In particular, we define new TLVs, FEC elements,
parameters, and codes for LDP, which enable LDP to identify
pseudowires and to signal attributes of pseudowires. We specify how
a pseudowire endpoint uses these TLVs in LDP to bind a demultiplexor
field value to a pseudowire, and how it informs the remote endpoint
of the binding. We also specify procedures for reporting pseudowire
status changes, for passing additional information about the
pseudowire as needed, and for releasing the bindings. These
procedures are intended to be independent of the underlying version
of IP used for LDP signaling.
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In the protocol specified herein, the pseudowire demultiplexor field
is an MPLS label. Thus, the packets that are transmitted from one
end of the pseudowire to the other are MPLS packets, which must be
transmitted through an MPLS tunnel. However, if the pseudowire
endpoints are immediately adjacent and penultimate hop popping
behavior is in use, the MPLS tunnel may not be necessary. Any sort
of PSN tunnel can be used, as long as it is possible to transmit MPLS
packets through it. The PSN tunnel can itself be an MPLS LSP, or any
other sort of tunnel that can carry MPLS packets. Procedures for
setting up and maintaining the MPLS tunnels are outside the scope of
this document.
This document deals only with the setup and maintenance of point-topoint pseudowires. Neither point-to-multipoint nor multipoint-topoint pseudowires are discussed.
QoS-related issues are not discussed in this document.
The following two figures describe the reference models that are
derived from [RFC3985] to support the PW emulated services.
|<-------------- Emulated Service ---------------->|
|
|
|
|<------- Pseudowire ------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|Attachment|
|<-- PSN Tunnel -->|
|Attachment|
| Circuit V
V
V
V Circuit |
V
(AC)
+----+
+----+
(AC)
V
+-----+
|
| PE1|==================| PE2|
|
+-----+
|
|----------|............PW1.............|----------|
|
| CE1 |
|
|
|
|
|
|
| CE2 |
|
|----------|............PW2.............|----------|
|
+-----+ ^ |
|
|==================|
|
| ^ +-----+
^ |
+----+
+----+
| | ^
| |
Provider Edge 1
Provider Edge 2 | |
| |
| |
Customer |
| Customer
Edge 1
|
| Edge 2
|
|
native service
native service
Figure 1: PWE3 Reference Model
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+-----------------+
+-----------------+
|Emulated Service |
|Emulated Service |
|(e.g., TDM, ATM) |<==== Emulated Service ===>|(e.g., TDM, ATM) |
+-----------------+
+-----------------+
|
Payload
|
|
Payload
|
| Encapsulation |<====== Pseudowire =======>| Encapsulation |
+-----------------+
+-----------------+
|PW Demultiplexer |
|PW Demultiplexer |
|
PSN Tunnel,
|<======= PSN Tunnel ======>| PSN Tunnel,
|
| PSN & Physical |
| PSN & Physical |
|
Layers
|
|
Layers
|
+-------+---------+
___________
+---------+-------+
|
/
|
+===============/
PSN
===============+
/
_____________/

Figure 2: PWE3 Protocol Stack Reference Model
For the purpose of this document, PE1 will be defined as the ingress
router, and PE2 as the egress router. A layer 2 PDU will be received
at PE1, encapsulated at PE1, transported and decapsulated at PE2, and
transmitted out of PE2.

2. Changes from RFC4447
The changes in this document are mostly minor fixes to spelling and
grammar, or clarifications to the text, which were either noted as
errata to [RFC4447] or found by the editors.
Additionally a new section (7.3) on control-word renegotiation by
label request message has been added, obsoleting [RFC6723]. The
diagram of C-bit handling procedures has also been removed. A note
has been added in section 6.3.2 to clarify that the C-bit is part of
the FEC.
A reference has also been added to [RFC7358] indicating the use of
downstream unsolicited mode to distribute PW FEC label bindings,
independent of the negotiated label advertisement mode of the LDP
session.
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3. Specification of Requirements
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
4. The Pseudowire Label
Suppose that it is desired to transport Layer 2 PDUs from ingress LSR
PE1 to egress LSR PE2, across an intervening MPLS-enabled network.
We assume that there is an MPLS tunnel from PE1 to PE2. That is, we
assume that PE1 can cause a packet to be delivered to PE2 by
encapsulating the packet in an "MPLS tunnel header" and sending the
result to one of its adjacencies. The MPLS tunnel is an MPLS Label
Switched Path (LSP); thus, putting on an MPLS tunnel encapsulation is
a matter of pushing on an MPLS label.
We presuppose that a large number of pseudowires can be carried
through a single MPLS tunnel. Thus it is never necessary to maintain
state in the network core for individual pseudowires. We do not
presuppose that the MPLS tunnels are point to point; although the
pseudowires are point to point, the MPLS tunnels may be multipoint to
point. We do not presuppose that PE2 will even be able to determine
the MPLS tunnel through which a received packet was transmitted.
(For example, if the MPLS tunnel is an LSP and penultimate hop
popping is used, when the packet arrives at PE2, it will contain no
information identifying the tunnel.)
When PE2 receives a packet over a pseudowire, it must be able to
determine that the packet was in fact received over a pseudowire, and
it must be able to associate that packet with a particular
pseudowire. PE2 is able to do this by examining the MPLS label that
serves as the pseudowire demultiplexor field shown in Figure 2. Call
this label the "PW label".
When PE1 sends a Layer 2 PDU to PE2, it creates an MPLS packet by
adding the PW label to the packet, thus creating the first entry of
the label stack. If the PSN tunnel is an MPLS LSP, the PE1 pushes
another label (the tunnel label) onto the packet as the second entry
of the label stack. The PW label is not visible again until the MPLS
packet reaches PE2. PE2’s disposition of the packet is based on the
PW label.
If the payload of the MPLS packet is, for example, an ATM AAL5 PDU,
the PW label will generally correspond to a particular ATM VC at PE2.
That is, PE2 needs to be able to infer from the PW label the outgoing
interface and the VPI/VCI value for the AAL5 PDU. If the payload is
a Frame Relay PDU, then PE2 needs to be able to infer from the PW
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label the outgoing interface and the DLCI value. If the payload is
an Ethernet frame, then PE2 needs to be able to infer from the PW
label the outgoing interface, and perhaps the VLAN identifier. This
process is uni-directional and will be repeated independently for
bi-directional operation. When using the PWid FEC Element, it is
REQUIRED that the same PW ID and PW type be assigned for a given
circuit in both directions. The group ID (see below) MUST NOT be
required to match in both directions. The transported frame MAY be
modified when it reaches the egress router. If the header of the
transported Layer 2 frame is modified, this MUST be done at the
egress LSR only. Note that the PW label must always be at the bottom
of the packet’s label stack, and labels MUST be allocated from the
per-platform label space.
This document does not specify a method for distributing the MPLS
tunnel label or any other labels that may appear above the PW label
on the stack. Any acceptable method of MPLS label distribution will
do. This document specifies a protocol for assigning and distributing
the PW label. This protocol is LDP, extended as specified in the
remainder of this document. An LDP session must be set up between the
pseudowire endpoints. LDP MUST exchange PW FEC label bindings in
downstream unsolicited mode, independent of the negotiated label
advertisement mode of the LDP session according to the specifications
in specified in [RFC7358]. LDP’s "liberal label retention" mode
SHOULD be used. However all the LDP procedures that are specified in
[RFC5036], and that are also applicable to this protocol
specification MUST be implemented.
This document requires that a receiving LSR MUST respond to a Label
Request message with either a Label Mapping for the requested label
or with a Notification message that indicates why it cannot satisfy
the request. These procedures are specified in [RFC5036] section
3.5.7 "Label Mapping Message", and 3.5.8 "Label Request Message".
Note that sending these responses is a stricter requirement than is
specified in [RFC5036] but these response messages are REQUIRED to
ensure correct operation of this protocol.
In addition to the protocol specified herein, static assignment of PW
labels may be used, and implementations of this protocol SHOULD
provide support for static assignment. PW encapsulation is always
symmetrical in both directions of traffic along a specific PW,
whether the PW uses an LDP control plane or not.
This document specifies all the procedures necessary to set up and
maintain the pseudowires needed to support "unswitched" point to
point services, where each endpoint of the pseudowire is provisioned
with the identity of the other endpoint. There are also protocol
mechanisms specified herein that can be used to support switched
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services and other provisioning models. However, the use of the
protocol mechanisms to support those other models and services is not
described in this document.
5. Details Specific to Particular Emulated Services
5.1. IP Layer 2 Transport
This mode carries IP packets over a pseudowire. The encapsulation
used is according to [RFC3032]. The PW control word MAY be inserted
between the MPLS label stack and the IP payload. The encapsulation
of the IP packets for forwarding on the attachment circuit is
implementation specific, is part of the native service processing
(NSP) function [RFC3985], and is outside the scope of this document.
6. LDP
The PW label bindings are distributed using the LDP downstream
unsolicited mode described in [RFC5036]. The PEs will establish an
LDP session using the Extended Discovery mechanism described in [LDP,
sectionn 2.4.2 and 2.5].
An LDP Label Mapping message contains an FEC TLV, a Label TLV, and
zero or more optional parameter TLVs.
The FEC TLV is used to indicate the meaning of the label. In the
current context, the FEC TLV would be used to identify the particular
pseudowire that a particular label is bound to. In this
specification, we define two new FEC TLVs to be used for identifying
pseudowires. When setting up a particular pseudowire, only one of
these FEC TLVs is used. The one to be used will depend on the
particular service being emulated and on the particular provisioning
model being supported.
LDP allows each FEC TLV to consist of a set of FEC elements. For
setting up and maintaining pseudowires, however, each FEC TLV MUST
contain exactly one FEC element.
The LDP base specification has several kinds of label TLVs, including
the Generic Label TLV, as specified in [RFC5036], section 3.4.2.1.
For setting up and maintaining pseudowires, the Generic Label TLV
MUST be used.
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6.1. The PWid FEC Element
The PWid FEC element may be used whenever both pseudowire endpoints
have been provisioned with the same 32-bit identifier for the
pseudowire.
For this purpose, a new type of FEC element is defined.
element type is 0x80 and is defined as follows:

The FEC

0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| PWid (0x80) |C|
PW type
|PW info Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Group ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
PW ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Interface Parameter Sub-TLV
|
|
"
|
|
"
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
- PW type
A 15 bit quantity containing a value that represents the type of
PW. Assigned Values are specified in "IANA Allocations for
pseudo Wire Edge to Edge Emulation (PWE3)" [RFC4446].
- Control word bit (C)
The bit (C) is used to flag the presence of a control word as
follows:
C = 1 control word present on this PW.
C = 0 no control word present on this PW.
Please see the section "Control Word" for further explanation.
- PW information length
Length of the PW ID field and the interface parameters sub-TLV in
octets. If this value is 0, then it references all PWs using the
specified group ID, and there is no PW ID present, nor are there
any interface parameter sub-TLVs.
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- Group ID
An arbitrary 32 bit value which represents a group of PWs that is
used to create groups in the PW space. The group ID is intended
to be used as a port index, or a virtual tunnel index. To
simplify configuration a particular PW ID at ingress could be
part of a Group ID assigned to the virtual tunnel for transport
to the egress router. The Group ID is very useful for sending
wild card label withdrawals, or PW wild card status notification
messages to remote PEs upon physical port failure.
- PW ID
A non-zero 32-bit connection ID that together with the PW type
identifies a particular PW. Note that the PW ID and the PW type
MUST be the same at both endpoints.
- Interface Parameter Sub-TLV
This variable length TLV is used to provide interface specific
parameters, such as attachment circuit MTU.
Note that as the "interface parameter sub-TLV" is part of the
FEC, the rules of LDP make it impossible to change the interface
parameters once the pseudowire has been set up. Thus the
interface parameters field must not be used to pass information,
such as status information, that may change during the life of
the pseudowire. Optional parameter TLVs should be used for that
purpose.
Using the PWid FEC, each of the two pseudowire endpoints
independently initiates the setup of a unidirectional LSP.
An
outgoing LSP and an incoming LSP are bound together into a single
pseudowire if they have the same PW ID and PW type.
6.2. The Generalized PWid FEC Element
The PWid FEC element can be used if a unique 32-bit value has been
assigned to the PW, and if each endpoint has been provisioned with
that value. The Generalized PWid FEC element requires that the PW
endpoints be uniquely identified; the PW itself is identified as a
pair of endpoints. In addition, the endpoint identifiers are
structured to support applications where the identity of the remote
endpoints needs to be auto-discovered rather than statically
configured.
The "Generalized PWid FEC Element" is FEC type 0x81.
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The Generalized PWid FEC Element does not contain anything
corresponding to the "Group ID" of the PWid FEC element. The
functionality of the "Group ID" is provided by a separate optional
LDP TLV, the "PW Group ID TLV", described below. The Interface
Parameters field of the PWid FEC element is also absent; its
functionality is replaced by the optional Interface Parameters TLV,
described below.
6.2.1. Attachment Identifiers
As discussed in [RFC3985], a pseudowire can be thought of as
connecting two "forwarders". The protocol used to set up a
pseudowire must allow the forwarder at one end of a pseudowire to
identify the forwarder at the other end. We use the term "attachment
identifier", or "AI", to refer to the field that the protocol uses to
identify the forwarders. In the PWid FEC, the PWid field serves as
the AI. In this section, we specify a more general form of AI that
is structured and of variable length.
Every Forwarder in a PE must be associated with an Attachment
Identifier (AI), either through configuration or through some
algorithm. The Attachment Identifier must be unique in the context
of the PE router in which the Forwarder resides. The combination <PE
router IP address, AI> must be globally unique.
It is frequently convenient to regard a set of Forwarders as being
members of a particular "group", where PWs may only be set up among
members of a group. In such cases, it is convenient to identify the
Forwarders relative to the group, so that an Attachment Identifier
would consist of an Attachment Group Identifier (AGI) plus an
Attachment Individual Identifier (AII).
An Attachment Group Identifier may be thought of as a VPN-id, or a
VLAN identifier, some attribute that is shared by all the Attachment
PWs (or pools thereof) that are allowed to be connected.
The details of how to construct the AGI and AII fields identifying
the pseudowire endpoints are outside the scope of this specification.
Different pseudowire applications, and different provisioning models,
will require different sorts of AGI and AII fields. The
specification of each such application and/or model must include the
rules for constructing the AGI and AII fields.
As previously discussed, a (bidirectional) pseudowire consists of a
pair of unidirectional LSPs, one in each direction. If a particular
pseudowire connects PE1 with PE2, the PW direction from PE1 to PE2
can be identified as:
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<PE1, <AGI, AII1>, PE2, <AGI, AII2>>,
and the PW direction from PE2 to PE1 can be identified by:
<PE2, <AGI, AII2>, PE1, <AGI, AII1>>.
Note that the AGI must be the same at both endpoints, but the AII
will in general be different at each endpoint. Thus, from the
perspective of a particular PE, each pseudowire has a local or
"Source AII", and a remote or "Target AII". The pseudowire setup
protocol can carry all three of these quantities:
- Attachment Group Identifier (AGI).
- Source Attachment Individual Identifier (SAII)
- Target Attachment Individual Identifier (TAII)
If the AGI is non-null, then the Source AI (SAI) consists of the AGI
together with the SAII, and the Target AI (TAI) consists of the TAII
together with the AGI. If the AGI is null, then the SAII and TAII
are the SAI and TAI, respectively.
The interpretation of the SAI and TAI is a local matter at the
respective endpoint.
The association of two unidirectional LSPs into a single
bidirectional pseudowire depends on the SAI and the TAI. Each
application and/or provisioning model that uses the Generalized PWid
FEC element must specify the rules for performing this association.
6.2.2. Encoding the Generalized PWid FEC Element
FEC element type 0x81 is used.
follows:
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|Gen PWid (0x81)|C|
PW Type
|PW info Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
AGI Type
|
Length
|
Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
AGI Value (contd.)
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
AII Type
|
Length
|
Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
SAII Value (contd.)
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
AII Type
|
Length
|
Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
˜
TAII Value (contd.)
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
This document does not specify the AII and AGI type field values;
specification of the type field values to be used for a particular
application is part of the specification of that application. IANA
has assigned these values using the method defined in the [RFC4446]
document.
The SAII, TAII, and AGI are simply carried as octet strings. The
length byte specifies the size of the Value field. The null string
can be sent by setting the length byte to 0. If a particular
application does not need all three of these sub-elements, it MUST
send all the sub-elements but set the length to 0 for the unused
sub-elements.
The PW information length field contains the length of the SAII,
TAII, and AGI, combined in octets. If this value is 0, then it
references all PWs using the specific grouping ID (specified in the
PW Group ID TLV). In this case, there are no other FEC element
fields (AGI, SAII, etc.) present, nor any interface parameters TLVs.
Note that the interpretation of a particular field as AGI, SAII, or
TAII depends on the order of its occurrence. The type field
identifies the type of the AGI, SAII, or TAII. When comparing two
occurrences of an AGI (or SAII or TAII), the two occurrences are
considered identical if the type, length, and value fields of one are
identical, respectively, to those of the other.
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6.2.2.1. Interface Parameters TLV
This TLV MUST only be used when sending the Generalized PW FEC. It
specifies interface-specific parameters. Specific parameters, when
applicable, MUST be used to validate that the PEs and the ingress and
egress ports at the edges of the circuit have the necessary
capabilities to interoperate with each other.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|0| PW Intf P. TLV (0x096B) |
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Sub-TLV Type |
Length
|
Variable Length Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Variable Length Value
|
|
"
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
A more detailed description of this field can be found in the section
"Interface Parameters Sub-TLV", below.
6.2.2.2. PW Group ID TLV
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|0| PW Group ID TLV (0x096C) |
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
The PW Group ID is an arbitrary 32-bit value that represents an
arbitrary group of PWs. It is used to create group PWs; for example,
a PW Grouping ID can be used as a port index and assigned to all PWs
that lead to that port. Use of the PW Group ID enables a PE to send
"wild card" label withdrawals, or "wild card" status notification
messages, to remote PEs upon physical port failure.
Note Well: The PW Group ID is different from and has no relation to,
the Attachment Group Identifier.
The PW Group ID TLV is not part of the FEC and will not be advertised
except in the PW FEC advertisement. The advertising PE MAY use the
wild card withdraw semantics, but the remote PEs MUST implement
support for wild card messages. This TLV MUST only be used when
sending the Generalized PW ID FEC.
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To issue a wild card command (status or withdraw):
- Set the PW Info Length to 0 in the Generalized PWid FEC Element.
- Send only the PW Group ID TLV with the FEC (no AGI/SAII/TAII is
sent).

6.2.3. Signaling Procedures
In order for PE1 to begin signaling PE2, PE1 must know the address of
the remote PE2, and a TAI. This information may have been configured
at PE1, or it may have been learned dynamically via some
autodiscovery procedure.
The egress PE (PE1), which has knowledge of the ingress PE, initiates
the setup by sending a Label Mapping Message to the ingress PE (PE2).
The Label Mapping message contains the FEC TLV, carrying the
Generalized PWid FEC Element (type 0x81). The Generalized PWid FEC
element contains the AGI, SAII, and TAII information.
Next, when PE2 receives such a Label Mapping message, PE2 interprets
the message as a request to set up a PW whose endpoint (at PE2) is
the Forwarder identified by the TAI. From the perspective of the
signaling protocol, exactly how PE2 maps AIs to Forwarders is a local
matter. In some Virtual Private Wire Services (VPWS) provisioning
models, the TAI might, for example, be a string that identifies a
particular Attachment Circuit, such as "ATM3VPI4VCI5", or it might,
for example, be a string, such as "Fred", that is associated by
configuration with a particular Attachment Circuit. In VPLS, the AGI
could be a VPN-id, identifying a particular VPLS instance.
If PE2 cannot map the TAI to one of its Forwarders, then PE2 sends a
Label Release message to PE1, with a Status Code of
"Unassigned/Unrecognized TAI", and the processing of the Label
Mapping message is complete.
The FEC TLV sent in a Label Release message is the same as the FEC
TLV received in the Label Mapping being released (but without the
interface parameter TLV). More generally, the FEC TLV is the same in
all LDP messages relating to the same PW. In a Label Release this
means that the SAII is the remote peer’s AII and the TAII is the
sender’s local AII.
If the Label Mapping Message has a valid TAI, PE2 must decide whether
to accept it. The procedures for so deciding will depend on the
particular type of Forwarder identified by the TAI. Of course, the
Label Mapping message may be rejected due to standard LDP error
conditions as detailed in [RFC5036].
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If PE2 decides to accept the Label Mapping message, then it has to
make sure that a PW LSP is set up in the opposite (PE1-->PE2)
direction. If it has already signaled for the corresponding PW LSP
in that direction, nothing more needs to be done. Otherwise, it must
initiate such signaling by sending a Label Mapping message to PE1.
This is very similar to the Label Mapping message PE2 received, but
the SAI and TAI are reversed.
Thus, a bidirectional PW consists of two LSPs, where the FEC of one
has the SAII and TAII reversed with respect to the FEC of the other.

6.3. Signaling of Pseudowire Status
6.3.1. Use of Label Mapping Messages
The PEs MUST send Label Mapping Messages to their peers as soon as
the PW is configured and administratively enabled, regardless of the
attachment circuit state. The PW label should not be withdrawn
unless the operator administratively configures the pseudowire down
(or the PW configuration is deleted entirely). Using the procedures
outlined in this section, a simple label withdraw method MAY also be
supported as a legacy means of signaling PW status and AC status. In
any case, if the label-to-PW binding is not available the PW MUST be
considered in the down state.
Once the PW status negotiation
result in the use of the label
communication, and this method
then that PE must send a Label
following error:

procedures are completed and if they
withdraw method for PW status
is not supported by one of the PEs,
Release Message to its peer with the

"Label Withdraw PW Status Method Not Supported"
If the label withdraw method for PW status communication is selected
for the PW, it will result in the Label Mapping Message being
advertised only if the attachment circuit is active. The PW status
signaling procedures described in this section MUST be fully
implemented.

6.3.2. Signaling PW Status
The PE devices use an LDP TLV to indicate status to their remote
peers. This PW Status TLV contains more information than the
alternative simple Label Withdraw message.
The format of the PW Status TLV is:
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1|0|
PW Status (0x096A)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Status Code
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The status code is a 4 octet bit field as specified in the PW IANA
Allocations document [RFC4446]. The length specifies the length of
the Status Code field in octets (equal to 4).
Each bit in the status code field can be set individually to indicate
more than a single failure at once. Each fault can be cleared by
sending an appropriate Notification message in which the respective
bit is cleared. The presence of the lowest bit (PW Not Forwarding)
acts only as a generic failure indication when there is a link-down
event for which none of the other bits apply.
The Status TLV is transported to the remote PW peer via the LDP
Notification message as described in [RFC5036]. The format of the
Notification Message for carrying the PW Status is as follows:
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|
Notification (0x0001)
|
Message Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Message ID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Status (TLV)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
PW Status TLV
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
PWId FEC TLV or Generalized ID FEC TLV
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
PW Group ID TLV (Optional)
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The Status TLV status code is set to 0x00000028, "PW status", to
indicate that PW status follows. Since this notification does not
refer to any particular message, the Message Id field is set to 0.
The PW FEC TLV SHOULD NOT include the interface parameter sub-TLVs,
as they are ignored in the context of this message. However the PW
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FEC TLV MUST include the C-bit, where aplicable, as it is part of the
FEC. When a PE’s attachment circuit encounters an error, use of the
PW Notification Message allows the PE to send a single "wild card"
status message, using a PW FEC TLV with only the group ID set, to
denote this change in status for all affected PW connections. This
status message contains either the PW FEC TLV with only the group ID
set, or else it contains the Generalized FEC TLV with only the PW
Group ID TLV.
As mentioned above, the Group ID field of the PWid FEC element, or
the PW Grouping ID TLV used with the Generalized PWid FEC element,
can be used to send a status notification for all arbitrary sets of
PWs. This procedure is OPTIONAL, and if it is implemented, the LDP
Notification message should be as follows: If the PWid FEC element is
used, the PW information length field is set to 0, the PW ID field is
not present, and the interface parameter sub-TLVs are not present.
If the Generalized FEC element is used, the AGI, SAII, and TAII are
not present, the PW information length field is set to 0, the PW
Group ID TLV is included, and the Interface Parameters TLV is
omitted. For the purpose of this document, this is called the "wild
card PW status notification procedure", and all PEs implementing this
design are REQUIRED to accept such a notification message but are not
required to send it.

6.3.3. Pseudowire Status Negotiation Procedures
When a PW is first set up, the PEs MUST attempt to negotiate the
usage of the PW status TLV. This is accomplished as follows: A PE
that supports the PW Status TLV MUST include it in the initial Label
Mapping message following the PW FEC and the interface parameter
sub-TLVs. The PW Status TLV will then be used for the lifetime of
the pseudowire. This is shown in the following diagram:
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
+
PWId FEC or Generalized ID FEC
+
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Interface Parameters
|
|
"
|
|
"
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0|0| Generic Label (0x0200)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Label
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1|0|
PW Status (0x096A)
|
Length
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Status Code
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
If a PW Status TLV is included in the initial Label Mapping message
for a PW, then if the Label Mapping message from the remote PE for
that PW does not include a PW status TLV, or if the remote PE does
not support the PW Status TLV, the PW will revert to the label
withdraw method of signaling PW status. Note that if the PW Status
TLV is not supported by the remote peer, the peer will automatically
ignore it, since the I (ignore) bit is set in the TLV. The PW Status
TLV, therefore, will not be present in the corresponding FEC
advertisement from the remote LDP peer, which results in exactly the
above behavior.
If the PW Status TLV is not present following the FEC TLV in the
initial PW Label Mapping message received by a PE, then the PW Status
TLV will not be used, and both PEs supporting the pseudowire will
revert to the label withdraw procedure for signaling status changes.
If the negotiation process results in the usage of the PW status TLV,
then the actual PW status is determined by the PW status TLV that was
sent within the initial PW Label Mapping message. Subsequent updates
of PW status are conveyed through the notification message.
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6.4. Interface Parameters Sub-TLV
This field specifies interface-specific parameters. When applicable,
it MUST be used to validate that the PEs and the ingress and egress
ports at the edges of the circuit have the necessary capabilities to
interoperate with each other. The field structure is defined as
follows:
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Sub-TLV Type |
Length
|
Variable Length Value
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Variable Length Value
|
|
"
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
The interface parameter sub-TLV type values are specified in "IANA
Allocations for Pseudowire Edge to Edge Emulation (PWE3)" [RFC4446].
The Length field is defined as the length of the interface parameter
including the parameter id and length field itself. Processing of
the interface parameters should continue when unknown interface
parameters are encountered, and they MUST be silently ignored.
- Interface MTU sub-TLV type
A 2 octet value indicating the MTU in octets. This is the
Maximum Transmission Unit, excluding encapsulation overhead, of
the egress packet interface that will be transmitting the
decapsulated PDU that is received from the MPLS-enabled network.
This parameter is applicable only to PWs transporting packets and
is REQUIRED for these PW types. If this parameter does not match
in both directions of a specific PW, that PW MUST NOT be enabled.
- Optional Interface Description string sub-TLV type
This arbitrary, and OPTIONAL, interface description string is
used to send a human-readable administrative string describing
the interface to the remote. This parameter is OPTIONAL, and is
applicable to all PW types.
The interface description parameter
string length is variable, and can be from 0 to 80 octets.
Human-readable text MUST be provided in the UTF-8 charset using
the Default Language [RFC2277].
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6.5. LDP label Withdrawal procedures
As mentioned above, the Group ID field of the PWid FEC element, or
the PW Grouping ID TLV used with the Generalized PWid FEC element,
can be used to withdraw all PW labels associated with a particular PW
group. This procedure is OPTIONAL, and if it is implemented, the LDP
Label Withdraw message should be as follows: If the PWid FEC element
is used, the PW information length field is set to 0, the PW ID field
is not present, the interface parameter sub-TLVs are not present, and
the Label TLV is not present. If the Generalized FEC element is
used, the AGI, SAII, and TAII are not present, the PW information
length field is set to 0, the PW Group ID TLV is included, the
Interface Parameters TLV is not present, and the Label TLV is not
present. For the purpose of this document, this is called the "wild
card withdraw procedure", and all PEs implementing this design are
REQUIRED to accept such withdrawn message but are not required to
send it. Note that the PW Group ID TLV only applies to PWs using the
Generalized ID FEC element, while the Group ID only applies to PWid
FEC element.
The interface parameter sub-TLVs, or TLV, MUST NOT be present in any
LDP PW Label Withdraw or Label Release message. A wild card Label
Release message MUST include only the group ID, or Grouping ID TLV.
A Label Release message initiated by a PE router must always include
the PW ID.
7. Control Word
7.1. PW Types for which the Control Word is REQUIRED
The Label Mapping messages that are sent in order to set up these PWs
MUST have C=1. When a Label Mapping message for a PW of one of these
types is received and C=0, a Label Release message MUST be sent, with
an "Illegal C-bit" status code. In this case, the PW will not be
enabled
7.2. PW Types for which the Control Word is NOT mandatory
If a system is capable of sending and receiving the control word on
PW types for which the control word is not mandatory, then each such
PW endpoint MUST be configurable with a parameter that specifies
whether the use of the control word is PREFERRED or NOT PREFERRED.
For each PW, there MUST be a default value of this parameter. This
specification does NOT state what the default value should be.
If a system is NOT capable of sending and receiving the control word
on PW types for which the control word is not mandatory, then it
behaves exactly as if it were configured for the use of the control
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word to be NOT PREFERRED.
If a Label Mapping message for the PW has already been received but
no Label Mapping message for the PW has yet been sent, then the
procedure is as follows:
-i. If the received Label Mapping message has C=0, send a Label
Mapping message with C=0; the control word is not used.
-ii. If the received Label Mapping message has C=1, and the PW is
locally configured such that the use of the control word is
preferred, then send a Label Mapping message with C=1; the
control word is used.
-iii. If the received Label Mapping message has C=1, and the PW is
locally configured such that the use of the control word is
not preferred or the control word is not supported, then act
as if no Label Mapping message for the PW had been received
(That is: proceed to the next paragraph).
If a Label Mapping message for the PW has not already been received
(or if the received Label Mapping message had C=1 and either local
configuration says that the use of the control word is not preferred
or the control word is not supported), then send a Label Mapping
message in which the C-bit is set to correspond to the locally
configured preference for use of the control word. (That is, set C=1
if locally configured to prefer the control word, and set C=0 if
locally configured to prefer not to use the control word or if the
control word is not supported).
The next action depends on what control message is next received for
that PW. The possibilities are as follows:
-i. A Label Mapping message with the same C-bit value as
specified in the Label Mapping message that was sent. PW
setup is now complete, and the control word is used if C=1
but is not used if C=0.
-ii. A Label Mapping message with C=1, but the Label Mapping
message that was sent has C=0. In this case, ignore the
received Label Mapping message and continue to wait for the
next control message for the PW.
-iii. A Label Mapping message with C=0, but the Label Mapping
message that was sent has C=1. In this case, send a Label
Withdraw message with a "Wrong C-bit" status code, followed
by a Label Mapping message that has C=0. PW setup is now
complete, and the control word is not used.
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-iv. A Label Withdraw message with the "Wrong C-bit" status code.
Treat as a normal Label Withdraw, but do not respond.
Continue to wait for the next control message for the PW.
If at any time after a Label Mapping message has been received a
corresponding Label Withdraw or Release is received, the action taken
is the same as for any Label Withdraw or Release that might be
received at any time.
If both endpoints prefer the use of the control word, this procedure
will cause it to be used. If either endpoint prefers not to use the
control word or does not support the control word, this procedure
will cause it not to be used. If one endpoint prefers to use the
control word but the other does not, the one that prefers not to use
it has no extra protocol to execute; it just waits for a Label
Mapping message that has C=0.

7.3. Control-Word Renegotiation by Label Request Message
It is possible that after the PW C-bit negotation procedure described
above is completed, the local PE is re-provisioned with a different
control word preference. Therefore once the Control-Word negotation
procedures are completed, the procedure can be restarted as follows:
-i. If local PE has previously sent a Label Mapping message, it
MUST send a Label Withdraw message to remote PE and wait
until it has received a Label Release message from the
remote PE.
-ii. the local PE MUST send a label release message to the remote
PE for the specific label associated with the FEC that was
advertized for this specific PW. Note: the above-mentioned
steps of the Label Release message and Label Withdraw
message are not required to be excuted in any specific
sequence.
-iii. The local PE MUST send a Label Request message to the peer
PE, and then MUST wait until it receives a Label Mapping
message containing the remote PE’s currently configured
preference for use of the control word.
Once the remote PE has successfully processed the Label Withdraw
message and Label Release messages, it will reset the C-bit
negotation state machine and its use of the control word with the
locally configured preference.
From this point on the local and remote PEs will follow the C-bit
negotaiation procedures defined in the previous section.
The above C-bit renegotation process SHOULD NOT be interupted until
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it is completed, or unpredictable results might occur.

7.4. Sequencing Considerations
In the case where the router considers the sequence number field in
the control word, it is important to note the following details when
advertising labels.
7.4.1. Label Advertisements
After a label has been withdrawn by the output router and/or released
by the input router, care must be taken not to advertise (re-use) the
same released label until the output router can be reasonably certain
that old packets containing the released label no longer persist in
the MPLS-enabled network.
This precaution is required to prevent the imposition router from
restarting packet forwarding with a sequence number of 1 when it
receives a Label Mapping message that binds the same FEC to the same
label if there are still older packets in the network with a sequence
number between 1 and 32768. For example, if there is a packet with a
sequence number=n, where n is in the interval [1,32768] traveling
through the network, it would be possible for the disposition router
to receive that packet after it re-advertises the label. Since the
label has been released by the imposition router, the disposition
router SHOULD be expecting the next packet to arrive with a sequence
number of 1. Receipt of a packet with a sequence number equal to n
will result in n packets potentially being rejected by the
disposition router until the imposition router imposes a sequence
number of n+1 into a packet. Possible methods to avoid this are for
the disposition router always to advertise a different PW label, or
for the disposition router to wait for a sufficient time before
attempting to re-advertise a recently released label. This is only
an issue when sequence number processing is enabled at the
disposition router.
7.4.2. Label Release
In situations where the imposition router wants to restart forwarding
of packets with sequence number 1, the router shall 1) send to the
disposition router a Label Release Message, and 2) send to the
disposition router a Label Request message. When sequencing is
supported, advertisement of a PW label in response to a Label Request
message MUST also consider the issues discussed in the section on
Label Advertisements.
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8. IANA Considerations
The authors request that IANA remove this section before publication
and that IANA update any references to [RFC4447] in their registries
to refer to this document.

9. Security Considerations
This document specifies the LDP extensions that are needed for
setting up and maintaining pseudowires. The purpose of setting up
pseudowires is to enable Layer 2 frames to be encapsulated in MPLS
and transmitted from one end of a pseudowire to the other. Therefore
we treat the security considerations for both the data plane and the
control plane.

9.1. Data-Plane Security
With regard to the security of the data plane, the following areas
must be considered:
-

MPLS PDU inspection.
MPLS PDU spoofing.
MPLS PDU alteration.
MPLS PSN protocol security.
Access Circuit security.
Denial of service prevention on the PE routers.

When an MPLS PSN is used to provide pseudowire service, there is a
perception that security MUST be at least equal to the currently
deployed Layer 2 native protocol networks that the MPLS/PW network
combination is emulating. This means that the MPLS-enabled network
SHOULD be isolated from outside packet insertion in such a way that
it SHOULD NOT be possible to insert an MPLS packet into the network
directly. To prevent unwanted packet insertion, it is also important
to prevent unauthorized physical access to the PSN, as well as
unauthorized administrative access to individual network elements.
As mentioned above, an MPLS-enabled network should not accept MPLS
packets from its external interfaces (i.e., interfaces to CE devices
or to other providers’ networks) unless the top label of the packet
was legitimately distributed to the system from which the packet is
being received. If the packet’s incoming interface leads to a
different SP (rather than to a customer), an appropriate trust
relationship must also be present, including the trust that the other
SP also provides appropriate security measures.
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The three main security problems faced when using an MPLS-enabled
network to transport PWs are spoofing, alteration, and inspection.
First, there is a possibility that the PE receiving PW PDUs will get
a PDU that appears to be from the PE transmitting the PW into the
PSN, but that was not actually transmitted by the PE originating the
PW. (That is, the specified encapsulations do not by themselves
enable the decapsulator to authenticate the encapsulator.) A second
problem is the possibility that the PW PDU will be altered between
the time it enters the PSN and the time it leaves the PSN (i.e., the
specified encapsulations do not by themselves assure the decapsulator
of the packet’s integrity.) A third problem is the possibility that
the PDU’s contents will be seen while the PDU is in transit through
the PSN (i.e., the specification encapsulations do not ensure
privacy.) How significant these issues are in practice depends on
the security requirements of the applications whose traffic is being
sent through the tunnel, and how secure the PSN itself is.

9.2. Control-Plane Security
General security considerations with regard to the use of LDP are
specified in section 5 of [RFC5036]. Those considerations also apply
to the case where LDP is used to set up pseudowires.
A pseudowire connects two attachment circuits. It is important to
make sure that LDP connections are not arbitrarily accepted from
anywhere, or else a local attachment circuit might get connected to
an arbitrary remote attachment circuit. Therefore, an incoming LDP
session request MUST NOT be accepted unless its IP source address is
known to be the source of an "eligible" LDP peer. The set of
eligible peers could be pre-configured (either as a list of IP
addresses, or as a list of address/mask combinations), or it could be
discovered dynamically via an auto-discovery protocol that is itself
trusted. (Obviously, if the auto-discovery protocol were not
trusted, the set of "eligible peers" it produces could not be
trusted.)
Even if an LDP connection request appears to come from an eligible
peer, its source address may have been spoofed. Therefore, some
means of preventing source address spoofing must be in place. For
example, if all the eligible peers are in the same network, source
address filtering at the border routers of that network could
eliminate the possibility of source address spoofing.
The LDP MD5 authentication key option, as described in section 2.9 of
[RFC5036], MUST be implemented, and for a greater degree of security,
it must be used. This provides integrity and authentication for the
LDP messages and eliminates the possibility of source address
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spoofing. Use of the MD5 option does not provide privacy, but
privacy of the LDP control messages is not usually considered
important. As the MD5 option relies on the configuration of preshared keys, it does not provide much protection against replay
attacks. In addition, its reliance on pre-shared keys may make it
very difficult to deploy when the set of eligible neighbors is
determined by an auto-configuration protocol.
When the Generalized PWid FEC Element is used, it is possible that a
particular LDP peer may be one of the eligible LDP peers but may not
be the right one to connect to the particular attachment circuit
identified by the particular instance of the Generalized PWid FEC
element. However, given that the peer is known to be one of the
eligible peers (as discussed above), this would be the result of a
configuration error, rather than a security problem. Nevertheless,
it may be advisable for a PE to associate each of its local
attachment circuits with a set of eligible peers rather than have
just a single set of eligible peers associated with the PE as a
whole.
10. Interoperability and Deployment
Section 2.2. of [RFC6410] specifies four requirements that an
Internet Standard must meet. This section documents how this
document meets those requirements.
The pseudowire technology was first deployed in 2001 and has been
widely deployed by many carriers. [RFC7079] documents the results of
a survey of PW implementations, with specific emphasis on Control
Word usage. [EANTC] documents a public multi-vendor interoperability
test of MPLS and Carrier Ethernet equipment, which included testing
of Ethernet, ATM and TDM pseudowires.
The errata against [RFC4447] are generally editorial in nature and
have been addressed in this document.
All features in this specification have been implemented by multiple
vendors.
No IPR disloures have been made to the IETF related to this document,
to RFC4447 or RFC6723, or to the Internet-Drafts that resulted in
RFC4447 and RFC6723.
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Introduction
A Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) Pseudowire (PW) emulates the essential
attributes of a unidirectional P2MP Telecommunications service such
as P2MP ATM over PSN. Requirements for P2MP PW are described in
[RFC7338]. P2MP PWs are carried over P2MP MPLS LSP. The Procedures
for P2MP PW signaling using BGP are described in [RFC7117] and LDP
for single segment P2MP PWs are described in [I-D.ietf-pwe3-p2mp-pw].
Many P2MP PWs can share the same P2MP MPLS LSP and this arrangement
is called Aggregate P-tree. The aggregate P2MP trees require an
upstream assigned label so that on the tail of the P2MP LSP, the
traffic can be associated with a VPN or a VPLS instance. When a P2MP
MPLS LSP carries only one VPN or VPLS service instance, the
arrangement is called Inclusive P-Tree. For Inclusive P-Trees, P2MP
MPLS LSP label itself can uniquely identify the VPN or VPLS service
being carried over P2MP MPLS LSP. The P2MP MPLS LSP can also be used
in Selective P-Tree arrangement for carrying multicast traffic. In a
Selective P-Tree arrangement, traffic to each multicast group in a
VPN or VPLS instance is carried by a separate unique P-tree. In
Aggregate Selective P-tree arrangement, traffic to a set of multicast
groups from different VPN or VPLS instances is carried over a same
shared P-tree.
The P2MP MPLS LSP are setup either using P2MP RSVP-TE [RFC4875] or
Multipoint LDP (mDLP) [RFC6388]. Mechanisms for fault detection and
isolation for data plane failures for P2MP MPLS LSPs are specified in
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[RFC6425]. This document describes a mechanism to detect data plane
failures for P2MP PW carried over P2MP MPLS LSPs.
This document defines a new P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV for Target FEC
Stack for P2MP PW. The P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV is added in Target
FEC Stack TLV by the originator of the Echo Request to inform the
receiver at P2MP MPLS LSP tail, of the P2MP PW being tested.
Multi-segment Pseudowires support is out of scope of this document at
present and may be included in future.
2.

Specification of Requirements
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.

Terminology
ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode
LSR: Label Switching Router
MPLS-OAM: MPLS Operations, Administration and Maintenance
P2MP-PW: Point-to-Multipoint PseudoWire
PW: PseudoWire
TLV: Type Length Value

4.

Identifying a P2MP PW
This document introduces a new LSP Ping Target FEC Stack sub-TLV,
P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV, to identify the P2MP PW under test at the
P2MP LSP Tail/Bud node.

4.1.

P2MP Pseudowire Sub-TLV

The P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV has the format shown in Figure 1.
TLV is included in the echo request sent over P2MP PW by the
originator of request.

This

The Attachment Group Identifier (AGI) in P2MP Pseudowire Sub-TLV as
described in Section 3.4.2 in [RFC4446], identifies the VPLS
instance. The Originating Router’s IP address is the IPv4 or IPv6
address of the P2MP PW root.
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| AGI Type
|
AGI Length |
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
˜
AGI Value
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| IP Addr Len |
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
˜
Originating Routers IP Addr
˜
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Figure 1: P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV format
For Inclusive and Selective P2MP MPLS P-trees, the echo request is
sent using the P2MP MPLS LSP label.
For Aggregate Inclusive and Aggregate Selective P-trees, the echo
request is sent using a label stack of [P2MP MPLS P-tree label,
upstream assigned P2MP PW label]. The P2MP MPLS P-tree label is the
outer label and upstream assigned P2MP PW label is inner label.
5.

Encapsulation of OAM Ping Packets
The LSP Ping Echo request IPv4/UDP packets will be encapsulated with
the MPLS label stack as described in previous sections, followed by
the GAL Label [RFC6426]. The GAL label will be followed by the ACH
with the Pseudowire Associated Channel Type 16 bit value in the ACH
set to IPv4 indicating that the carried packet is an IPv4 packet.

6.

Operations
In this section, we explain the operation of the LSP Ping over P2MP
PW. Figure 2 shows a P2MP PW PW1 setup from T-PE1 to remote PEs (TPE2, T-PE3 and T-PE4). The transport LSP associated with the P2MP
PW1 can be MLDP P2MP MPLS LSP or P2MP TE tunnel.
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|<--------------P2MP PW---------------->|
Native |
| Native
Service |
|<--PSN1->|
|<--PSN2->|
| Service
(AC)
V
V
V
V
V
V
(AC)
|
+-----+
+------+
+------+
|
|
|
|
|
P1 |=========|T-PE2 |AC3 |
+---+
|
|
|
|
.......PW1.........>|-------->|CE3|
|
|T-PE1|=========|
. |=========|
|
|
+---+
|
| .......PW1........ |
+------+
|
|
| . |=========|
. |
+------+
|
|
| . |
|
. |=========|T-PE3 |AC4 |
+---+
+---+
|AC1 | . |
|
.......PW1.........>|-------->|CE4|
|CE1|------->|... |
|
|=========|
|
|
+---+
+---+
|
| . |
+------+
+------+
|
|
| . |
+------+
+------+
|
|
| . |=========|
P2 |=========|T-PE4 |AC5 |
+---+
|
| .......PW1..............PW1.........>|-------->|CE5|
|
|
|=========|
|=========|
|
|
+---+
|
+-----+
+------+
+------+
|
Figure 2: P2MP PW

When an operator wants to perform a connectivity check for the P2MP
PW1, the operator initiate a LSP-Ping request with the Target FEC
Stack TLV containing P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV in the echo request
packet. For an Inclusive P2MP P-tree arrangement, the echo request
packet is sent over the P2MP MPLS LSP with {P2MP P-tree label, GAL}
MPLS label stack and IP ACH Channel header. For an Aggregate
Inclusive P-tree arrangement, the echo request packet is sent over
the P2MP MPLS LSP with {P2MP P-tree label, P2MP PW upstream assigned
label, GAL} MPLS label stack and IP ACH Channel header. The
intermediate P router will do swap and replication based on the MPLS
LSP label. Once the echo request packet reaches remote terminating
PEs, T-PE1s will use the GAL label and the IP ACH Channel header to
determine that the packet is IPv4 OAM Packet. The T-PEs will process
the packet and perform checks for the P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV present
in the Target FEC Stack TLV as described in Section 4.4 in [RFC4379]
and respond according to [RFC4379] processing rules.
7.

Controlling Echo Responses
The procedures described in [RFC6425] for preventing congestion of
Echo Responses (Echo Jitter TLV) and limiting the echo reply to a
single egress node (Node Address P2MP Responder Identifier TLV) can
be applied to P2MP PW LSP Ping.
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Security Considerations
The proposal introduced in this document does not introduce any new
security considerations beyond that already apply to [RFC6425].

9.

IANA Considerations
This document defines a new sub-TLV type to be included in Target FEC
Stack TLV (TLV Type 1) [RFC4379] in LSP Ping.
IANA is requested to assign a sub-TLV type value to the following
sub-TLV from the "Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) Label Switched
Paths (LSPs) Parameters - TLVs" registry, "TLVs and sub- TLVs" subregistry:
o

10.

P2MP Pseudowire sub-TLV
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Abstract
This document describes a YANG data model for Layer 2 VPN services
over MPLS networks. These services include Virtual Private Wire
Service (VPWS), Virtual Private LAN service (VPLS) and Ethernet
Virtual Private Service (EVPN) that uses LDP and BGP signaled
Pseudowires. This document mainly focuses on L2VPN VPWS, other
services are for future investigations.
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Introduction
The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [RFC6241] is a network
management protocol that defines mechanisms to manage network
devices. YANG [RFC6020] is a modular language that represents data
structures in an XML or JSON tree format, and is used as a data
modeling language for the NETCONF.
This document introduces a YANG data model for MPLS based Layer 2 VPN
services (L2VPN) [RFC4664] as well as switching between the local
attachment circuits. The L2VPN services include point-to-point VPWS
and Multipoint VPLS and EVPN services. These services are realized
by signaling Pseudowires across MPLS networks using LDP
[RFC4447][RFC4762] or BGP[RFC4761].
The Yang data model in this document defines Ethernet based Layer 2
services. Other Layer 2 services, such as ATM, Frame Relay, TDM, etc
are included in the scope but will be covered as the future work
items. The Ethernet based Layer 2 services will leverage the
definitions used in other standards organizations such as IEEE 802.1
and Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF).
The goal is to propose a data object model consisting of building
blocks that can be assembled in different order to realize different
services. The definition work is undertaken initially by a smaller
working group with members representing various vendors and service
providers. The VPWS service definitions are covered first followed
by VPLS services that build on the data blocks defined for VPWS.
The data model is defined for following constructs that are used for
managing the services:
o

Configuration

o

Operational State

o

Executables (Actions)

o

Notifications
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The document is organized to first define the data model for the
configuration, operational state, actions and notifications of VPWS.
The L2VPN data object model defined in this document uses the
instance centric approach whereby VPWS service attributes are
specified for a given VPWS instance.
2.

Specification of Requirements
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.

L2VPN YANG Model

3.1.

Overview

One single top level container, mpls-l2vpn, is defined as a parent
for three different second level containers that are vpws-instances,
vpls-instances, and common building blocks of AC-templates(Attachment
Circuit templates) and pseudowire-templates. This document defines
the vpws-instances and templates for AC and Pseudowires. The
definition of vpls-instances and evpn-instances is left for future
revisions.
The L2VPN services have been defined in the IETF L2VPN working group
but leverages the pseudowire technologies that were defined in the
PWE3 working group. A large number of RFCs from these working groups
cover this subject matter. Hence, it is prudent that this document
state the scope of the MPLS L2VPN object model definitions.
The following documents are within the scope. This is not an
exhaustive list but a representation of documents that are covered
for this work:
o

Requirements for Pseudo-wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3)
[RFC3916]

o

Pseudo-wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Architecture [RFC3985]

o

IANA Allocations for Pseudowire Edge to Edge Emulation (PWE3)
[RFC4446]

o

Pseudowire Setup and Maintenance Using the Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP) [RFC4447]

o

Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Ethernet over MPLS Networks
[RFC4448]
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o

Pseudowire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Control Word for Use over
an MPLS PSN [RFC4385]

o

Requirements for Multi-Segment Pseudowire Emulation Edge-to-Edge
(PWE3) [RFC5254]

o

An Architecture for Multi-Segment Pseudowire Emulation Edge-toEdge [RFC5659]

o

Segmented Pseudowire [RFC6073]

o

Framework for Layer 2 Virtual Private Networks [RFC4664]

o

Service Requirements for Layer 2 Provider-Provisioned Virtual
Private Networks [RFC4665]

o

Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Using BGP for Auto-Discovery
and Signaling [RFC4761]

o

Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Using Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP) Signaling [RFC4762]

o

Attachment Individual Identifier (AII) Types for Aggregation
[RFC5003]

o

Provisioning, Auto-Discovery, and Signaling in Layer 2 Virtual
Private Networks (L2VPNs) [RFC6074]

o

Flow-Aware Transport of Pseudowires over an MPLS Packet Switched
Network [RFC6391]

o

Layer 2 Virtual Private Networks Using BGP for Auto-Discovery and
Signaling [RFC6624]

o

Extensions to the Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Provider Edge
(PE) Model for Provider Backbone Bridging [RFC7041]

o

LDP Extensions for Optimized MAC Address Withdrawal in a
Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service (H-VPLS) [RFC7361]

o

Using the generic associated channel label for Pseudowire in the
MPLS Transport Profile [RFC6423]

o

Pseudowire status for static pseudowire [RFC6478]

Note that while pseudowire over MPLS-TP related work is in scope, the
initial effort will only address definitions of object model for VPWS
services that are commonly deployed.
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The ietf work in L2VPN and PWE3 working group relating to L2TP, OAM,
multicast (e.g. p2mp, etree, etc) and access specific protocols such
as G.8032, MSTP, etc is out-of-scope for this document.
The following is the high level view of the L2VPN data model.

template-ref AC // AC
template
attributes
template-ref PW // PW
template
attributes
vpws-instance name // container
svc-type
// list of AC and PW being used
AC-1 // container
template-ref AC
attribute-override
PW-2 // container
template-ref PW
attribute-override
PW-3 // container
template-ref PW
attribute-override
// ONLY 2 endpoints!!!
endpoint-A // container
AC-1 // reference
endpoint-Z // container
redundancy-grp // container
PW-2 // reference
PW-3 // reference

Figure 1
3.2.

L2VPN Common
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ac-templates

The ac-templates container contains a list of ac-template. Each actemplate defines a list of AC attributes that are part of native
services but associated and processed within the context of L2VPN.
For instance, Ethernet VLAN tag imposition, disposition and
translation or CVID-bundling would be part of this template.
3.2.2.

pw-templates

The pw-templates container contains a list of pw-template. Each pwtemplate defines a list of common pseudowire attributes such as PW
MTU, control word support etc.
3.3.
3.3.1.

VPWS
ac list

Each VPWS instance defines a list of AC which are cross-connected by
the service. Each entry of the AC consists of one ac-template with
predefined attributes and values, but also defines attributes that
override the attributes defined in referenced ac-template.
3.3.2.

pw list

Each VPWS instance defines a list of PW which are cross-connected by
the service. Each entry of the PW consists of one pw-template with
pre-defined attributes and values, but also defines attributes that
override those defined in referenced pw-template. No restrictions
are placed on type of signaling (i.e. LDP or BGP) used for a given
PW. It is entirely possible to define two PWs, one signaled by LDP
and other by BGP.
3.3.3.

redundancy-grp choice

The redundancy-grp is a generic redundancy construct which can hold
primary and backup members of AC and PWs. This flexibility permits
combinations of o

primary and backup AC

o

primary and backup PW

o

primary AC and backup PW

o

primary PW and backup AC
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endpoint container

The endpoint container holds AC, PW or redundancy-grp references.
The core aspect of endpoint container is its flexible personality
based on what user decides to include in it. It is future-proofed
with possible extensions that can be included in the endpoint
container such as Integrated Route Bridging (IRB), PW Headend,
Virtual Switch Instance, etc.
3.3.5.

vpws-instances container

The vpws-instances container contains a list of vpws-instance. Each
entry of the vpws-instance represents a layer-2 cross-connection of
two endpoints. This model defines three possible types of endpoints,
ac, pw, and redundancy-grp, and allows a vpws-instance to crossconnect any one type of endpoint to all other types of endpoint.
The augmentation of ietf-mpls-l2vpn module is TBD. All IP addresses
defined in this module are currently scoped under global VRF/table.

module: ietf-mpls-l2vpn
+--rw mpls-l2vpn
+--rw common
| +--rw pw-templates
| | +--rw pw-template* [name]
| |
+--rw name
string
| |
+--rw mtu?
uint32
| |
+--rw cw-negotiation?
cw-negotiation-type
| |
+--rw tunnel-policy?
string
| +--rw ac-templates
|
+--rw ac-template* [name]
|
+--rw name
string
+--rw vpws-instances
| +--rw vpws-instance* [instance-name]
|
+--rw instance-name
string
|
+--rw description?
string
|
+--rw service-type?
l2vpn-service-type
|
+--rw discovery-type?
l2vpn-discovery-type
|
+--rw signaling-type
l2vpn-signaling-type
|
+--rw bgp-parameters
|
| +--rw common
|
| | +--rw route-distinguisher?
string
|
| | +--rw vpn-targets* [rt-value]
|
| |
+--rw rt-value
string
|
| |
+--rw rt-type
bgp-rt-type
|
| +--rw discovery
|
| | +--rw vpn-id?
string
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| +--rw signaling
|
+--rw site-id?
uint16
|
+--rw site-range?
uint16
+--rw pw* [name]
| +--rw name
string
| +--rw cw-negotiation?
cw-negotiation-type
| +--rw template?
pw-template-ref
| +--rw vccv-ability?
boolean
| +--rw tunnel-policy?
string
| +--rw request-vlanid?
uint16
| +--rw vlan-tpid?
string
| +--rw ttl?
uint8
| +--rw (pw-type)?
|
+--:(ldp-pw)
|
| +--rw peer-ip?
inet:ip-address
|
| +--rw pw-id?
uint32
|
| +--rw transmit-label?
uint32
|
| +--rw receive-label?
uint32
|
| +--rw icb?
boolean
|
+--:(bgp-pw)
|
| +--rw remote-pe-id?
inet:ip-address
|
+--:(bgp-ad-pw)
|
+--rw remote-ve-id?
uint16
+--rw ac* [name]
| +--rw name
string
| +--rw template?
ac-template-ref
| +--rw pipe-mode?
enumeration
| +--rw link-discovery-protocol? link-discovery-protocol-type
+--rw endpoint-a
| +--rw (ac-or-pw-or-redundancy-grp)?
|
+--:(ac)
|
| +--rw ac?
-> ../../ac/name
|
+--:(pw)
|
| +--rw pw?
-> ../../pw/name
|
+--:(redundancy-grp)
|
| +--rw (primary)
|
| | +--:(primary-pw)
|
| | | +--rw primary-pw?
-> ../../pw/name
|
| | +--:(primary-ac)
|
| |
+--rw primary-ac?
-> ../../ac/name
|
| +--rw (backup)
|
| | +--:(backup-pw)
|
| | | +--rw backup-pw?
-> ../../pw/name
|
| | +--:(backup-ac)
|
| |
+--rw backup-ac?
-> ../../ac/name
|
| +--rw protection-mode?
enumeration
|
+--:(reroute-mode)
|
| +--rw reroute-mode?
enumeration
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|
+--:(reroute-delay)
|
| +--rw reroute-delay?
uint16
|
+--:(dual-receive)
|
| +--rw dual-receive?
boolean
|
+--:(revert)
|
| +--rw revert?
boolean
|
+--:(revert-delay)
|
+--rw revert-delay?
uint16
+--rw endpoint-z
+--rw (ac-or-pw-or-redundancy-grp)?
+--:(ac)
| +--rw ac?
-> ../../ac/name
+--:(pw)
| +--rw pw?
-> ../../pw/name
+--:(redundancy-grp)
| +--rw (primary)
| | +--:(primary-pw)
| | | +--rw primary-pw?
-> ../../pw/name
| | +--:(primary-ac)
| |
+--rw primary-ac?
-> ../../ac/name
| +--rw (backup)
| | +--:(backup-pw)
| | | +--rw backup-pw?
-> ../../pw/name
| | +--:(backup-ac)
| |
+--rw backup-ac?
-> ../../ac/name
| +--rw protection-mode?
enumeration
+--:(reroute-mode)
| +--rw reroute-mode?
enumeration
+--:(reroute-delay)
| +--rw reroute-delay?
uint16
+--:(dual-receive)
| +--rw dual-receive?
boolean
+--:(revert)
| +--rw revert?
boolean
+--:(revert-delay)
+--rw revert-delay?
uint16
vpls-instances

Figure 2
4.

YANG Module
The L2VPN configuration container is logically divided into following
high level config areas:
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<CODE BEGINS> file "ietf-mpls-l2vpn@2015-06-30.yang"
module ietf-mpls-l2vpn {
namespace "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-mpls-l2vpn";
prefix "mpls-l2vpn";
import ietf-inet-types {
prefix "inet";
}
organization "ietf";
contact
"ietf";
description
"mpls-l2vpn";
revision "2015-06-30" {
description "Initial revision";
reference
"";
}
/* identities */
identity link-discovery-protocol {
description "Base identiy from which identities describing " +
"link discovery protocols are derived.";
}
identity lacp {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
description "This identity represents LACP";
}
identity lldp {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
description "This identity represents LLDP";
}
identity bpdu {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
description "This identity represens BPDU";
}
identity cpd {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
description "This identity represents CPD";
}
identity udld {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
description "This identity represens UDLD";
}
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/* typedefs */
typedef l2vpn-service-type {
type enumeration {
enum ethernet {
description "Ethernet service";
}
enum ATM {
description "Asynchronous Transfer Mode";
}
enum FR {
description "Frame-Relay";
}
enum TDM {
description "Time Division Multiplexing";
}
}
description "L2VPN service type";
}
typedef l2vpn-discovery-type {
type enumeration {
enum manual {
description "Manual configuration";
}
enum bgp-ad {
description "Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) auto-discovery";
}
}
description "L2VPN discovery type";
}
typedef l2vpn-signaling-type {
type enumeration {
enum static {
description "Static configuration of labels (no signaling)";
}
enum ldp {
description "Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) signaling";
}
enum bgp {
description "Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) signaling";
}
}
description "L2VPN signaling type";
}
typedef bgp-rt-type {
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type enumeration {
enum import {
description "For import";
}
enum export {
description "For export";
}
enum both {
description "For both import and export";
}
}
description "BGP route-target type. Import from BGP YANG";
}
typedef cw-negotiation-type {
type enumeration {
enum "non-preferred" {
description "No preference for control-word";
}
enum "preferred" {
description "Prefer to have control-word negotiation";
}
}
description "control-word negotiation preference type";
}
typedef link-discovery-protocol-type {
type identityref {
base "link-discovery-protocol";
}
description "This type is used to identify " +
"link discovery protocol";
}
typedef pw-template-ref {
type leafref {
path "/l2vpn/common/pw-templates/pw-template/name";
}
description "pw-template-ref";
}
typedef ac-template-ref {
type leafref {
path "/l2vpn/common/ac-templates/ac-template/name";
}
description "ac-tempalte-ref";
}
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/* groupings */
grouping vpws-endpoint {
description
"A vpws-endpoing could either be an ac or a pw";
choice ac-or-pw-or-redundancy-grp {
description "A choice ofattachment circuit or " +
"pseudowire or redundancy group";
case ac {
leaf ac {
type leafref {
path "../../ac/name";
}
description "reference to an attachment circuit";
}
}
case pw {
leaf pw {
type leafref {
path "../../pw/name";
}
description "reference to a pseudowire";
}
}
case redundancy-grp {
choice primary {
mandatory true;
description "primary options";
case primary-pw {
leaf primary-pw {
type leafref {
path "../../pw/name";
}
description "primary pseudowire";
}
}
case primary-ac {
leaf primary-ac {
type leafref {
path "../../ac/name";
}
description "primary attachment circuit";
}
}
}
choice backup {
mandatory true;
description "backup options";
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case backup-pw {
leaf backup-pw {
type leafref {
path "../../pw/name";
}
description "backup pseudowire";
}
}
case backup-ac {
leaf backup-ac {
type leafref {
path "../../ac/name";
}
description "backup attachment circuit";
}
}
}
leaf protection-mode {
type enumeration {
enum "frr" {
value 0;
description "fast reroute";
}
enum "master-slave" {
value 1;
description "master-slave";
}
enum "independent" {
value 2;
description "independent";
}
}
description "protection-mode";
}
}
leaf reroute-mode {
type enumeration {
enum "immediate" {
value 0;
description "immediate reroute";
}
enum "delayed" {
value 1;
description "delayed reroute";
}
enum "never" {
value 2;
description "never reroute";
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}
}
description "reroute-mode";
}
leaf reroute-delay {
when "../reroute-mode = ’delayed’" {
description
"Specify amount of time to delay reroute " +
"only when delayed route is configured";
}
type uint16;
description
"amount of time to delay reroute";
}
leaf dual-receive {
type boolean;
description
"allow extra traffic to be carried by backup";
}
leaf revert {
type boolean;
description
"allow forwarding to revert to primary " +
"after restoring primary";
/* This is called "revertive" during the discussion. */
}
leaf revert-delay {
when "../revert = ’true’" {
description
"Specify the amount of time to wait to revert " +
"to primary only if reversion is configured";
}
type uint16;
description
"amount ot time to wait to revert to primary";
/* This is called "wtr" during discussion. */
}
}
}
/* We can define vpls-endpoing-grp that has the same structure as
* vpws-endpoing-grp, but has more endpoint options.
*/
/* L2VPN YANG Model */
container l2vpn {
description "l2vpn";
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container common {
description "common l2pn attributes";
container pw-templates {
description "pw-templates";
list pw-template {
key "name";
description "pw-template";
leaf name {
type string;
description "name";
}
leaf mtu {
type uint32;
description "pseudowire mtu";
}
leaf cw-negotiation {
type cw-negotiation-type;
default "preferred";
description
"control-word negotiation preference";
}
leaf tunnel-policy {
type string;
description "tunnel policy name";
}
}
}
container ac-templates {
description "attachment circuit templates";
/* To be fleshed out in future revisions */
list ac-template {
key "name";
description "ac-template";
leaf name {
type string;
description "name";
}
}
}
}
container vpws-instances {
description "vpws-instances";
list vpws-instance {
key "instance-name";
description "A VPWS instance";
leaf instance-name {
type string;
description "Name of VPWS instance";
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}
leaf description {
type string;
description "Description of the VPWS instance";
}
leaf service-type {
type l2vpn-service-type;
default ethernet;
description "VPWS service type";
}
leaf discovery-type {
type l2vpn-discovery-type;
default manual;
description "VPWS discovery type";
}
leaf signaling-type {
type l2vpn-signaling-type;
mandatory true;
description "VPWS signaling type";
}
container bgp-parameters {
description "Parameters for BGP";
container common {
when "../../discovery-type = ’bgp-ad’" {
description "Check discovery type: " +
"Can only configure BGP discovery if " +
"discovery type is BGP-AD";
}
description "Common BGP parameters";
leaf route-distinguisher {
type string;
description "BGP RD";
}
list vpn-targets {
key rt-value;
description "Route Targets";
leaf rt-value {
type string;
description "Route-Target value";
}
leaf rt-type {
type bgp-rt-type;
mandatory true;
description "Type of RT";
}
}
}
container discovery {
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when "../../discovery-type = ’bgp-ad’" {
description "BGP parameters for discovery: " +
"Can only configure BGP discovery if " +
"discovery type is BGP-AD";
}
description "BGP parameters for discovery";
leaf vpn-id {
type string;
description "VPN ID";
}
}
container signaling {
when "../../signaling-type = ’bgp’" {
description "Check signaling type: " +
"Can only configure BGP signaling if " +
"signaling type is BGP";
}
description "BGP parameters for signaling";
leaf site-id {
type uint16;
description "Site ID";
}
leaf site-range {
type uint16;
description "Site Range";
}
}
}
list pw {
key "name";
description "pseudowire";
leaf name {
type string;
description "pseudowire name";
}
leaf cw-negotiation {
type cw-negotiation-type;
default "preferred";
description "Override the control-word negotiation " +
"preference specified in the " +
"pseudowire template.";
}
leaf template {
type pw-template-ref;
description "pseudowire template";
}
leaf vccv-ability {
type boolean;
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description "vccvability";
}
leaf tunnel-policy {
type string;
description "Used to override the tunnel policy name " +
"specified in the pseduowire template";
}
leaf request-vlanid {
type uint16;
description "request vlanid";
}
leaf vlan-tpid {
type string;
description "vlan tpid";
}
leaf ttl {
type uint8;
description "time-to-live";
}
choice pw-type {
description "A choice of pseudowire type";
case ldp-pw {
leaf peer-ip {
type inet:ip-address;
description "peer IP address";
}
leaf pw-id {
type uint32;
description "pseudowire id";
}
leaf transmit-label {
type uint32;
description "transmit lable";
}
leaf receive-label {
type uint32;
description "receive label";
}
leaf icb {
type boolean;
description "inter-chassis backup";
}
}
case bgp-pw {
leaf remote-pe-id {
type inet:ip-address;
description "remote pe id";
}
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}
case bgp-ad-pw {
leaf remote-ve-id {
type uint16;
description "remote ve id";
}
}
}
}
list ac {
key "name";
description "attachment circuit";
leaf name {
type string;
description "name";
}
leaf template {
type ac-template-ref;
description "attachment circuit template";
}
leaf pipe-mode {
type enumeration {
enum "pipe" {
value 0;
description "regular pipe mode";
}
enum "short-pipe" {
value 1;
description "short pipe mode";
}
enum "uniform" {
value 2;
description "uniform pipe mode";
}
}
description "pipe mode";
}
leaf link-discovery-protocol {
type link-discovery-protocol-type;
description "link discovery protocol";
}
}
container endpoint-a {
description "endpoint-a";
uses vpws-endpoint;
}
container endpoint-z {
description "endpoint-z";
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uses vpws-endpoint;
}
}
}
container vpls-instances {
/* To be fleshed out in future revisions */
description "vpls-instances";
}
}
}
<CODE ENDS>

Figure 3
5.

Security Considerations
The configuration, state, action and notification data defined in
this document are designed to be accessed via the NETCONF protocol
[RFC6241]. The lowest NETCONF layer is the secure transport layer
and the mandatory-to-implement secure transport is SSH [RFC6242].
The NETCONF access control model [RFC6536] provides means to restrict
access for particular NETCONF users to a pre-configured subset of all
available NETCONF protocol operations and content.
The security concerns listed above are, however, no different than
faced by other routing protocols. Hence, this draft does not change
any underlying security issues inherent in [I-D.ietf-netmod-routingcfg]

6.

IANA Considerations
None.
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